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ABSTRACT 

Combined measurements in low-energy electron diffraction of both 

intensity and diffracted electron spin-polarization are obtained for 

Cu,Au(001). Here the use of polarized LEED represents a refinement over 

standard LEED techniques because additional and complementary data is 

obtained. In addition, the recent implementation of a spin-modulated 

polarized electron source allows the rapid and simultaneous acquisition 

of PLEED I-V and P-V spectra. 

The order-disorder transition at the Cu,Au(001) surface, near the 

bulk transition temperature (at Tc=39ioc), seems only slightly to affect 

PLEED profiles. The polarization of the (01) beam has been studied as a 

function of temperature between room temperature and 440°C. Although 

significant polarizations were noted, no dramatic transition-dependent 

polarization changes were found. Temperature dependent changes in the 

profiles are noted, and may be attributed to standard thermal scattering 

according to the Debye-Waller factor. In addition, angular studies of 

the specular diffraction were obtained, and may be used to characterize 

the ordered state at room temperature. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Polarized Low Energy Electron Diffraction (PLEED) was pioneered by 

work done in this lab over the past decade.1 O'Neill et.al.2 performed 

the first experiment that showed polarization effects in low energy 

electron diffraction from W(001) here at Rice University in 1975 and 

shortly after, Muller and ffolf^ showed similar results in polarized LEED 

scattering from Au(110) in 1976, * 

PLEED represented an advance over conventional LEED intensity 

analysis in that LEED intensities require some method of normalizing the 

intensities of diffracted beams at different energies and angles, but 

the polarizations of the scattered beams were inherently 

9 self-normalizing' because they only rely on the ratios of spin-up and 

spimdown intensities of scattered electrons and not the total 

intensities themselves. Also PLEED has the advantage of giving 

additional and complementary information to that found in standard LEED 

intensity measurements. In addition, PLEED theory represents a more 

exact formulation than its spinless analogue because its Hamiltonian 

describes the contributions to the scattering more completely. 

The polarization measurement of the scattered beams was performed 

in all these early FLEED experiments by scattering an unpolarized 

electron beam off the crystal and directing the diffracted beams into a 
* „ . . ( 

Mott polarimeter. Here the electrons are then accelerated to high 

1 
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energy and the asymmetry of backscattering off thin gold foils was used 

to determine the diffracted electron beam polarization. 

This method of taking FLEED polarization measurements has its 

drawbacks however. Because of the very low detection efficiency of Mott 

polarimetry and the limitations on LEED diffracted beam intensities, it 

was a very slow and tedious process of data acquisition — a single 

polarization-versus-voltage (P-V) curve represented 24-36 hours of 

acquisition time and because the quality of the data depended on the 

cleanliness of the surface being studied (which degraded over time) 

severe limits were placed on advances in PLEED experimental technique. 

What was required was the advent of a high intensity, polarized 

electron source, with the capability of reversing the polarization of 

the electron beam without changing any of the other beam parameters. 

4 
Such a source was visualized by Garwin et.al. in 1974 based on 

5 
photoemission from GaAs and shown to be feasible by Pierce and Meier . 

Such a device was subsequently designed and built by Pierce et.al.*’ in 

1980. A source of this type allows the PLEED data acquisition in a 

precisely inverse mode to that obtained with unpolarized incident beam 

and Mott polarization determination of the scattered beams. Here a 

polarized beam is incident on the crystal and the scattering intensity 

at a given angle (i.e. of a given diffracted beam) will be dependent on 

the electron spin orientationrdependent interactions (i.e. spin—orbit 

or exchange) at the surface. The polarization is obtained by finding 
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the difference between spin-up and spin-down scattered intensities. 

Modulation of the spin-orientation of the primary electron beam and use 

of lock-in techniques is found to improve significantly the 

signal-to-noise ratio. A GaAs polarized electron source patterned after 

that by Pierce et.al. has been constructed here at Rice for use in 

PLEED. The current work represents the initial use of this apparatus. 

Our current work was motivated by the following several factors. 

First* the present probe is considered to be a very sensitive probe of 

the ordering of high-Z crystal lattices because spin-dependent 

scattering due to the spin-orbit interaction is strongly Z dependent. 

Secondly* order-disorder transitions are felt to be well understood in 

bulk samples* but not as well understood in the near-surface region* 

where conflicting results are'found. And finally* a classic example of 

order-disorder alloys is found in Cu,Au* which is well-studied both with 

bulk and surface probes. Further, Cu,Au is a high-Z/low-Z alloy that 

forms a high-Z gold superlattice in the ordered state. Thus it is hoped 

that PLEED analysis can add to an understanding of surface 

order-disorder transition in Cu,Au and other alloys. 

Theoretical arguments indicate that the transition could exhibit 

dramatic effects in the polarization-versus-energy spectra of the 

diffracted beams. Because spin-dependent effects show contributions 

from multiple scattering, and because these various multiple scattering 

contributions each have a somewhat different temperature dependence and 
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should be significantly altered by the order-disorder transition, it was 

hoped that transitions would be reflected by significant changes in the 

P-V contours — by the growth of new maxima at some energies, and 

disappearance of features at other energies. 

In seeking such P-V contour changes, our experiment gave somewhat 

inconclusive results, for the expected gross changes in the P-V contours 

due to the transition from an ordered to a disordered state are not 

found, and even though more subtle transition^dependent effects are 

indicated, the most significant polarization changes are caused by other 

independent thermal effects. A discussion of the theoretical basis of 

LEED and PLEED and the thermal effects being studied is given here, as 

are our experimental results. 
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II THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

II.A OVERVIEW — Electrons at Surfaces 

Electrons elastically scattered from crystals in the energy range 

10 - 200 eV constitute a very powerful probe of surface structure. Much 

as X-ray diffraction techniques may be used as a probe of bulk 

crystalographic structure, low energy electrons have characteristics 

that favor them as a probe of surface crystalography. 

When a low energy electron beam strikes a crystal surface it 

interacts strongly with thé' first few surface layers. Thus any 

backscattered electrons resulting from scattering events reflect 

near-surface properties with high surface specificity. This surface 

specificity arises because the elastic scattering cross-section in this 

energy range from the ion cores of the surface atoms is large, so that 

the electrons penetrate no more than a few atomic layers. Because the 

deBroglie wavelength of electrons X, given by: 

l 

X = h/p - (150/E)» I (!) 

in the energy range 10 - 200eV is of the order of the lattice spacing 

0 8 
of solids, ( ^1—4À) backscattered electrons from ordered surfaces will 
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show strong diffraction effects. This is caused by the constructive 

interference of scattered electron wavefronts from different ion core 

scattering centers which causes preferential scattering in particular 

directions for any given electron energy. This diffraction effect can 

be exploited to obtain structural information about the scattering 

crystal. In fact it was just this attribute (i.e. preferential 

Q 
scattering caused by diffraction) which led Davisson and Germer to 

perform the first LEED experiment in 1927 as a demonstration of the wave 

nature of the electron.*® 

It should be noted that the probability of electrons losing a 

sustantial amount of energy in creating electron-hole pairs or plasmons 

is also large, resulting in inelastically scattered electrons of 

different energy from the incident ones and which do not contribute to 

the coherent diffraction process.** Thus much of the incident electron 

beam intensity is removed from the diffracted electron beam so that the 

elastically scattered fraction (which contains the diffraction 

information) that leaves the surface is only 1-5% of the total 

12 
scattered intensity. 

The interaction of a beam of monoenergetic electrons of energy 

E with a solid surface gives rise to scattered and emitted electrons 
P 

with typical energy spectrum as shown in figure 1. The spectrum 

exhibits several distinct regions: First a large broad maximum occurs 

at low energies and is attributable to 'true secondary* electrons which 
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Figure 1. Energy spectrum of the backscattered electrons from a crystal 
surface. The 'quasi-elastic' peak ocurrs at the energy of the 
primary electron beam E ..The broad maximum at low energies is due 
to true secondaries Tost from the crystal during inelastic 
scattering. The intermediate region contains Auger peaks and 
characteristic energy loss peaks, [from Estrup and McRae ref.13] 

are emitted as a result of cascade processes in the solid. At E^, the 

upper energy limit, an 'elastic' peak is observed which actually 

comprises the elastically scattered electrons plus the 'quasi-elastic' 

electrons that have lost a small amount of energy (i.e. a few meV) by 

phonon scattering. The structural information obtained in LEED and 

other diffraction studies is inferred from the properties of electrons 

in this peak. The intermediate region of the emission spectrum is a low 

flat region and exhibits many smaller maxima which result from 

characteristic energy loss of the primary beam due to plasmon 
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excitations and interband transitions, and from Anger emitted electrons. 

These features, especially due to Auger transitions, provide the basis 

of other spectrocopies that may also be used as diagnostics of surface 

13 
chemistry and structure. 

Figure 2. 'Generic* TRET) Experiment. The incident electron beam 
strikes the crystal with a defined direction (0,6), energy (E), and 
intensity (I0)* The elastic diffracted intensities 1^ are measured 
as a function of energy for varions beam geometries. [from Marcns 
and Jona ref.14] 

The basic LEED observation is shown in Figure 2 where experimental 

details are omitted. Marcns and Jona note that the experiment measures 

primarily the intensity of the elastic coherent scattering (i.e 

diffraction) by a single crystal surface where the intensity, energy, 

and direction of the incident electron beam are known. lrThe intensity 
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^hk the (kk) diffracted beam (tbe two integers h and k designate the 

order of diffraction from the two dimensional crystal grating) is 

measured as a function of incident energy and directions 0 and i (polar 

and azimuthal angles) with respect to the surface. Actual electron 

beams have finite cross sections and angular profiles and give rise to a 

concentrated illuminated spot on the crystal surface and to several on 

the detector.*'*^ Ideally only the elastic part of the backscattered 

electron current need be included. Most electrons that are 

inelastically scattered can in principle, be rejected by biasing the 

grids to reject them. It should be noted however that this ideal breaks 

down at least partially at any finite temperature for quasi-elastic 

electrons. These electrons, due to phonon scattering within the crystal 

are essentially impossible to discriminate against using retarding grids 

because the energy shift involved in phonon scattering is so small - on 

the order of a few meV - that it is usually much smaller than the energy 

spread of the primary electron beam. Because temperature dependent 

effects in electron scattering from crystals are described using 

electron-phonon interactions, this lapse is a significant one that must 

be addressed in the interpretation of LEED experiments. This problem 

will be the focus of discussion of a later section. 

Marcus and Jona^ note that analysis of LEED intensities can give 

the following information: 
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1. ‘'Observation of diffracted beams indicates the presence of 

an ordered lattice of scatterers and the pattern of diffracted 

spots gives the size and shape of the unit mesh. 

2. ’'The shape and character (sharpness) of the diffraction 

spots indicates the nature of defects on the surface 

(deviations from extended periodic surfaces and the amount of 

disorder in the lattice giving the diffracted beams. 

3. ftThe Ifry(E,fl,4) function serves as a unique 'fingerprint' 

which indentifies a particular ordered phase, even if the 

structure of that phase is not known. 

4. ‘'Intensity analysis, which fits the I^(E,0,^) function by 

scattering calculations based on a model of the atomic 

arrangements in the suface layers, i.e., of atom positions in 

several atomic layers at the surface, leads to values of these 

atomic positions or structural parameters of the surface." 

The purpose of LEED theory is to make this last step possible. In 

the theories, a parametrized model is generated which attempts to 

include all the physical properties of the crystal important to electron 

scattering from the surface. The model is used to generate a 

theoretical scattering intensity which is then compared to the 
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experimental intensity, and the parameters of the theory are adjusted 

for the best fit. 

II. B LEED THEORIES 

In general, all Low Energy Electron Diffraction theories begin with 

the same fundamental assumptions. They assume a plane wave incident on 

a crystal which is ‘'...ideally flat and infinitely extended, and that 

the atomic structure of the surface is perfectly two-dimensionally 

periodic."^ The models also assume that this two-dimensional surface is 

backed by a semi-infinite crystal (with thermal motion, but no defects) 

in which each layer has internal translational symmetry but the spacing 

between layers can vary from layer to layer (relaxation), and the top 

layer may have a different periodicity within the layer than that of 

lower layers (reconstruction or adsorbates at surface). * The problem 

consists in finding the intensities of the backscattered waves. 

The standard scattering potential used in LEED theoretical models 

is shown schematically in Figure 3 where the potential has a 'muffin 

tin' form, i.e., spherical around each atom and flat between atoms. The 

level of the flat part (the muffin-tin zero) differs from the vacuum 

level by an inner crystal potential VQ which is in general complex and 

18 
energy dependent* The method of muffin-tin potentials is similar to 

19 
that used in solid state band theory calculations, but its use in LEED 
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muffin-tin potential 

transition region muffin-tin radius 

Figure 3. 'Muffin-tin Potential. Shown is a section of the scattering 
potential used in LEED calculations along a line perpendicular to 
the crystal surface through a line of atomic nuclei, showing the 
atomic scattering potentials V .(?) and the real part of the inner 
crystal potential VQr. [from S&rcus and Jona ref.14] 

theory includes a number of additional factors that complicate the 

analysis. 

To see this, let us review the parameters that must be included in 

the 'whole crystal' total scattering potential V({IT },(v ^(?)}. 

Vor'Voi'V that is used to calculate the theoretical relative intensity 

spectrum 1*^(E,0,d)/Io. The parameters include a number of terms, the 

first being the atomic positions in the crystaline lattice R*, which 
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gives the structure of the surface. Next comes the individual atomic 

structure or free atom calculations hut which can also he adjusted for 

The crystal potential between atomic muffin tins has two parts, 

a real part VQr and an imaginary part VQj. This real component is 

identified with the 'inner potential' of the crystal. While electron 

energies are measured outside the surface, in vacuum, the interference 

effects giving rise to the diffraction are determined hy the electron 

wavelength, and hence the electron energy, inside the crystal surface. 

This difference in effective energy zeros between vacuum and surface is 

approximately equal to the sum of the crystal work function $ atifl the 

Fermi energy although properly it is deduced from the real part of 

the self-energy of the electron in the solid and shows some dependence 

21 
on the electron energy itself. 

The effect of the inner potential on theoretical calculations is that 

the electron momentum inside the crystal is given hy 

scattering potentials Va^
n^(r), which are usually taken from hand 

best fit.20 

(2) 

|liTl
2
 = E - V or 

(3) 

causing the diffraction scattering features in LEED profiles to he 
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shifted down in energy. This shift may he taken into account by 

performing the entire calculation using the crystal zero potential, and 

then shifting to account for the inner potential. Alternately, the 

solution to the crystal scattering may be worked out in full using the 

22 
method noted by Kambe : "The solution in vacuum is automatically the 

superposition of the incident wave with the diffracted plane waves 

including evanescent (damped) waves. With a properly chosen model of 

the transition region between vacuum and the bulk of the crystal the 

solution in the vacuum is connected continuously to the solution inside 

the crystal . . ."using a 'wave-matching* procedure. 

Voi accounts for attenuation of the elastically scattered beam 

resulting from inelastic events. If an electron loses energy in any of 

its interactions within the crystal, it is effectively eliminated from 

any further contribution to the LEED intensities - it will be repelled 

by the retarding grids and will thus not be picked up in the 

experimental diffracted beam intensity. At least this is the assumption 

of LEED theory; as noted above, phonon scattering, which is accompanied 

with very small energy loss doesn't follow this rule. The point here, 

however, is that theoretical considerations must include an attenuation 

of the elastic portion of the electron intensity due to inelastic 

losses. Electrons are lost from the elastic peaks by energy loss 

through electronic excitation of target atoms, or by plasmon or phonon 

creation or scattering of secondary electrons (which is usually much 

stronger). Often incident electrons rattle around in the crystal until 
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they lose most of their energy or are backscattered out of the crystal 

with the energy losses large enough that they don't contribute to the 

elastic energy peak. (These backscattered electrons instead contribute 

to the secondary electron background spectrum.) (See again Figure 1.) 

Inelastic scattering is included in LEED theoretical calculations as an 

isotropic loss process removing electrons from the incident and 

scattered beams either by means of a mean free path, or equivalently by 

including an imaginary part in the crystal potential Vo.^* The effect in 

either case is to make an imaginary contribution to the electron wave 

vector so that k becomes k^ + i£^. For a spherical wave we can then 

write 

Y « e1(kr+iki)r - e‘kir eikrr . 

-r/Xee 
= e e 

(4) 

where Xfie is the amplitude mean free path and is simply the reciprocal 

of k.. Evidently the intensity decays with a mean free path of X„/2. 
1 Ô c 

Alternatively including these losses as V it is easy to show that, 

providing Voi much smaller than the total kinetic energy, then 

l 

3.90(E)* 
X *  . (5) 
ee V . 

oi 

Because the possible loss processes are functions of electron energy, 

25 
Voi (or the equivalent is not constant, but is a function also 
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of electron energy. 

There are two basic approaches to LEED theory - kinematical and 

dynamical. As we shall see. we may think of the first as historic, 

while the second is pragmatic: Historic because kinematical theories 

were the first attempts to model theoretically the electron diffraction 

problem, and were built out of bulk X-ray diffraction theories, which 

were thought at that time to be reasonably well understood; and 

pragmatic because dynamical theories were a necessary outgrowth of the 

inadequacies of these earlier theories. Here we will discuss briefly 

the approaches of the two methods and their relative merits. This 

thesis does not pretend to be a theoretical treatment, and thus if it 

seems we are merely scratching the surface (no pun intended), it is 

because little attempt is being made to present the exact methods of 

calculation, but merely to give a general discussion of theoretical 

capabilities and limitations. 

II.B.l KINEMATIC LEED THEORIES 

In kinematical LEED theories. electron diffraction may be 

formulated in terms of a modified version of classical X-ray diffraction 

theory. Much as X-rays incident on a crystal are diffracted in certain 

directions preferentially by the constructive interference between 
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wavefronts from different scattering centers, electrons are found to be 

diffracted upon interaction with crystals. The basic differences are 

that the interaction for electrons is much stronger, both for elastic 

and inelastic scattering. While the electron-ion core interaction is 

primarily described by a coulomb potential, the photon-ion core 

interaction that leads to X-ray diffraction is the relatively weak 

dipole interaction. This weak scattering allows the X-rays to penetrate 

deeply into the crystal and study effectively the bulk properties of the 

crystal. On the other hand, the stronger electron scattering means that 

fewer and fewer electrons react with each successive atomic layer. 

Essentially all the elastic electrons are lost to inelastic processes or 

backscattered out of the crystal within the first 4-5 atomic, layers. 

The assumption basic to kinematic theory is that *' scattering by ion 

cores is weak in the sense that . . . only a small fraction of the 

electrons is scattered from the path that would have been taken in the 

absence of the ion cores.1* The assumption is effectively that most of 

the surface specificity is due to inelastic processes, and not large 

elastic backscattering. In such a case the inelastic scattering could 

be included in existing theories by modifying the crystal potential to 

include an imaginary absorptive term, - a reasonably simple 

modification. On the other hand, any large elastic backscattering would 

be dependent on the particular form of the individual atomic scattering 

potentials, V ^n^(r}. Strong elastic backscattering is also necessarily 

followed by strong multiple scattering - requiring a complete reworking 
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of the way the interaction was modeled. The effect of weak scattering 

would be that only the primary electron wavefronts contribute to the 

detected scattering intensities while all the scattered wavefronts are 

sufficiently attenuated by the inelastic scattering processes so that 

any secondary or multiple scattering is so small that it may be 

28 
ignored. The beauty of the assumption was that low-energy electron 

diffraction could be described reasonably simply by a transcription of 

the single scattering X-ray diffraction theories, which were available 

at the time these early kinematic theories were being developed and 

which describe the weak scattering of X-rays in crystals quite well. 

The analysis involved in kinematic theory consists of several 

29 
steps. First the scattering of an electron wave at an isolated atom is 

considered. The incident beam of electrons is represented by a plane 

* 
wave with wavelength X moving in direction k where k is a unit vector. 

o o 

This wave may be written: 

* v-e
ik»‘r 

o 
(6) 

where kQ = X k° ** *ke wave veci°r which represents the electron 

momentum. If this wave is scattered by an atom j at position R. and the 
J 

scattered wave vector k is detected at R , the scattered waves amplitude 

is given by: 

ik’R 
ï= (*• i  ) • fjCF.k) ei(t'VRj 

R 

(7) 
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The first term describes a scattered spherical wave. is the 

atomic scattering factor which must be calculated for each given kind of 

atom and depends on k0 and k and therefore on the wavelength and 

directions of the incident and scattered waves. The calculation of 

fj is a straight-forward atomic scattering calculation based on 

Va^
n^(r5, and the results may be taken directly from theoretical 

calculations done in atomic physics. The last term denotes the phase 

shift between a wave scattered at IT. and at the origin of the coordinate 

system caused by the path difference. 

If a whole ensemble of atoms is considered then the total scattered 

wave results from a superposition of the waves originating from each of 

the individual single atom scattering events with their corresponding 

phase shifts: 

i .*<*-*.>-*j <»> 
j 

If scattering takes place at a two-dimensional periodic lattice the 

atomic scattering factors f^ may be replaced by the scattering factor F 

(the so-called 'structure factor') of the unit cell. The structure 

factor F depends on the positions of the atoms within the unit cell and 

31 on fj, and may be written: 

j-i 

F (9) 
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where defines the position of each atom within the nnit cell with 

respect to the lattice point, and s makes the sum run over only those 

atoms in one nnit cell. The total scattered wave function for a 

two-dimensionally periodic lattice with Mx*Ma lattice points, and unit 

cell defined by vectors 5*x, has IL = nxa^ + naa*a, and may be 
«I 

written: 

or 

Mx M2 

* « F * J Æ4f#> . £ elnA’<ïlî»> 

nx=l n2=l 

(10) 

Y « F * G (11) 

The 'lattice factor' G is an abbreviation of the product of the two 

sums, and is a function of the periodicity of the lattice and the angle 

between incident and scattered beams. 

The measurable quantity is not the amplitude but the intensity of 

diffraction in a given direction, and is given by the square of the 

amplitude : 

i « i*r • IGI* (12) 

The earliest kinematical theories used only a single 

two-dimensional array of scatterers representing the uppermost atomic 
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layer - the idea being that this layer would effectively shadow all the 

scatterers in lower-lying layers, and even if some flux passed though 

and was scattered by lower layers the attenuation due to inelastic 

losses would reduce lower-layer effects to insignificance. In fact, 

shadowing is not total, and the contribution due to backscattering from 

lower layers must be included. Thus these theories proved weak, and so 

scattering from the second and third layers was included by extenting 

the summation in G to include them. This type of 'pseudo—kinematical' 

theory was proposed by LanderJX and was used (with limited success) in 

the study of some simple surfaces. The effect of 'shadowing' was 

incorporated in these theories by a transmission factor tj.ll, which was 

used to reflect the attenuation of electron intensity due to overlying 

layers. 

The overall failing of kinematical theory was that not only is the 

cross-section.for inelastic scattering large for electron-ion scattering 

in this energy range, but that elastic scattering has a high 

cross-section as well. Thus the weak-ion scattering assumption which 

was the basis of all kinematic theory collapsed. Both LEED experimental 

scattering intensities and electronratom scattering studies in free 

33 
atoms reflect the large cross-section for elastic processes. If there 

is strong ion scattering, then multiple scattering must be included when 

calculating the backscattered intensities. As a result, T.F.F.D theorists 

turned to dynamical - i.e. multiple scattering - models to describe the 

scattering intensities in LEED. 
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While kinematical theories show weaknesses in describing scattered 

intensity features well, they still have a very important part to play 

understanding LEED scattering phenomena. Although dynamical theories 

describe the actual physics of the diffraction much better, the 

inclusion of multiple scattering makes them very cumbersome. On the 

other hand, one product of kinematic LEED theory - actually derived from 

X-ray diffraction theory applied to LEED - can, because of its 

simplicity, be of aid in understanding electron diffraction from 

surfaces: the Ewald construction. 

II.B.2 EWALD'S CONSTRUCTION34 

Diffraction studies of crystalline structure rely on the special 

effects of coherent interference between scattered waves from a periodic 

structure to produce sharp beams in the elastically scattered signal 

which can be related to the periodicity of the structure. The effect of 

the crystal periodicity on the scattering is to modify momentum 

conservation such that electron momentum is conserved plus or minus any 

reciprocal lattice vector. In a three-dimensionally periodic system, 

this momentum conservation may be written as: 

k + ®hk/ 
(13) 

where k# and k are incident and emergent electron wave vectors and 
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*s a reciProcal lattice vector. 

®hk| = + kk* +4 c* (14) 

h, k and 4 being integers while a1*, S** and <T* are the primitive 

translation vectors of the reciprocal lattice which is defined relative 

to the real space lattice primitive translation vectors, T, IT and <T by 

2JI!T X c* 2nc“ X T 2nî? X 7 
a* = , b* = , c* =  . 
V V V 

(15) 

V = t * V X T 

V being the volume of the primitive unit cell in real space. It is easy 

to derive from equations (13), (14) and (15) momentum conservation 

conditions necessary for diffraction maxima based on the parameters of 

the primative translation vectors in real space. These relations, 

35 
called the Lane conditions, are: 

(k—1T0 ) *T = 2nh 

(k-r0) *b*= 2nk (16) 

(k-k0) *c* = 2n4 

For a surface, translational symmetry perpendicular to the surface 

is weakened leaving a system which is two-dimensionally periodic. This 

means that the special momentum conservation of equation (13) applies 
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only to the component of the wave vectors parallel to the surface» Thus 

we have: 

k|| = kll° + ghk * (17) 

which is equivalent to the first two Lane conditions being valid while 

the third is eliminated. The k|| notation relates to the components of 

the wave vector lying in the plane of the surface while g^ is now a 

reciprocal net vector: 

®hk “ ha* + kb* (18) 

"a* and b* are the primitive translation vectors of the reciprocal net 

now being defined relative to the real space net primitive translation 

vectors'? and T and a unit vector normal to the surface* n, by 

2nff X n 2nn X r 
V*   f £** = . A = T * V X n (19) 
A A 

The momentum conservation* together with an energy conservation equation: 

k2 = k2 . (20) 

or; 
/ 

kn°2 + ki°2 = kn2 + ki2 * (21) 

totally defines the conditions for the diffracted beams k and hence 
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forms a three-dimensional statement of Bragg’s law. Its effects can be 

most easily visualised using the Ewald sphere construction in reciprocal 

space. This construction may be stated as follows. 

(a) Draw a vector, length and direction given by k0 to the origin 

of reciprocal space. 

(b) Draw a sphere, radius k, about the beginning of the vector k0. 

In three dimensions (See Figure 4) the (Ewald) sphere then passes 

through certain reciprocal lattice points (open circles in figure) other 

than the origin and the ïT for these is given by a vector from the 

beginning of to these reciprocal lattice points. In the infinite 

three-dimensional case, diffraction occurs only if this condition is 

exactly met. In the surface case, this condition is relaxed. As the 

system is now only two-dimensionally periodic, but the scattering, and 

hence the construction, involves three dimensions, the reciprocal net is 

represented by a set of reciprocal lattice rods of infinite extent, 

perpendicular to the surface plane and passing through the reciprocal 

net points. Evidently, as may be seen in Figure 4, the loss of 

translational symmetry perpendicular to the surface greatly relaxes the 

conditions for the appearance of diffracted beams. Thus, while a small 

change in the electron energy, and thus in the length of ? and the Ewald 

sphere radius, will totally extinguish one set of diffracted beams in 

the three-dimensional case, the same change for the surface simply 

causes a slight change in direction of the diffracted beams. The 
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WAVE VECTORS 

iT DIFFRACTED BEAMS 

/ Z OIMENSIONAL RECIPROCAL LATTICE LINE 

Figure 4. The Evald Sphere Construction in k-space shoving diffraction 
by tvo-dimensional and three-dimensional lattices. Three- 
dimensional lattice points are shovn at hkl sites as open circles 
and tvo-dimensional lattice rods as lines along.hk. the reciprocal 
lattice vectors IT*, T>*, and TT* are also shovn. Incident and 
diffracted beams are shovn as and lu The crystal is at C. [from 
Lander and Morrison ref.36] 

surface diagram is drawn for a typical LEED condition vith the electrons 

incident near-normal to the surface and the electron vavelength 

comparable vith the surface periodicity, leading to a fairly small 

number of diffracted beams (less than or equal to 30). The notation for 
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the diffracted beams» as for three—dimension X-ray diffraction» is the 

hk index of the reciprocal net vector g^. Notice that there are 

actually two diffracted beams associated with each reciprocal lattice 

rod» one backscattered out of the surface and one (not shown in the 

diagram) propagating on into the solid. No ambiguity exists because 

this second set of beams does not emerge from the crystal and so cannot 

be observed. This also means however» that an 00 beam can be observed 

as a specular reflection from the surface although» in the 

three-dimensional case» the 000 beam corresponds to one which has 

suffered no deflection. 

Figure 4 shows rather clearly that in LEED the diffracted beams 

form a projection of a section of the reciprocal net. For this reason» 

it provides an ideal technique for the determination of the reciprocal 

net and hence the real surface net. 

The Ewald construction based on a perfectly periodic 

two-dimensional structure will reflect the directions of the scattered 

beams» but tells nothing of their relative intensities. Because the 

electrons in LEED penetrate a few atomic layers into the sample and 

because there is still partial translational symmetry perpendicular to 

the surface in this half space» while the third Laue condition is 

relaxed» it is not eliminated. The intensities of scattered beams as a 

function of energy are a reflection of this periodicity normal to the 

crystal surface. In the Ewald construction» the intensity of a 
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diffracted beam is related to the proximity of the end of the k for that 

beam to a three-dimensional reciprocal lattice point — the closer the 

two, the stronger the third Lane condition holds and the more intense 

the diffracted beam. 

II. B. 3 DYNAMICAL LEED THEORIES 

The need for Dynamical LEED theory became apparent as soon as 

investigators began trying to evaluate experimental LEED 

intensity-versus-voltage profiles. The most serions problem with 

kinematical theories is that multiple scattering contributes 

significantly to the elastically scattered amplitudes. ''The problem, 

and indeed the need for a multiple scattering theory, can be best 

appreciated by studying typical I-V spectra such as those shown in 

Figure 5 for a Cu{100} surface [where Cu is used only for illustration]. 

A single scattering theory in such a case predicts peaks in the spectrum 

where Bragg's law [which is exactly equivalent to Lane conditions ] is 

satisfied in all three dimensions. These conditions are shown marked on 

Figure 5 and. while it is clear that at the highest energies there are 

regions of quite good correspondence between major peak positions and 

Bragg conditions, it is also evident that much extra structure is 

present. The systematic behavior of many such comparisons also shows 

that, at the lower energies, correspondence of peak position with Bragg 

conditions is sometimes coincidental as the peaks do not. for example. 
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Figure 5. Specular diffracted beams 
from a clean Cu(001) surface at 
various polar angles 6. The 
positions of single-scattering 
Bragg peaks are noted with 
arrows. Multiple scattering 
causes much additional 
structure, especially at lower 
energies. [from King and 
Woodruff ref.8] 

show the anticipated dependence on incidence angle expected of a Bragg 

peak «38 This complicated additional structure is due primarily to 
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multiple scattering effects and the intensity maxima of the additional 

features are often termed Secondary Bragg peaks'. 

The multiple scattering formalism of dynamical LEED theory has been 

developed and refined by a number of workers to include these multiple 

39 
scattering effects in LEED calculations . The details of the 

calculation are somewhat different in each version, but for the most 

part the overall method is essentially the same. Our discussion here 

will focus on the multiple scattering theory developed by Beeby, and 

40 
discussed by Kambe and others, which is typical of the formalism used. 

The effects due to the complex crystal inner potential are 

accounted for as in kinematical theories. The vacuum solution is 

connected to the solution in the crystal (where the energy shift due to 

41 
Vor must be included) by a 'wave matching' procedure. And inelastic 

losses due to are included by having the wave vector k contain an 

A2 
imaginary component. The goal then is to find the 'solution' within 

the crystal (i.e. the intensities of backscattered waves as a function 

of incident energy due to the combined scattering of all the ion cores). 

This is done in multiple-scattering theory by determining the scattered 

wave from each scatterer ' self-consistently ' (i.e., in such a way that 

the scattered wave is proportional to the 'effective field' falling on 

the scatterer, or in other words, the primary wave plus the sum of the 

scattered waves from other scatterers). The formulation starts with the 

set of equations: 
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îSi = *i( Ÿ<0> + ^ Gij^j) (22) 

i*L 

where y* is the scattered wave from the i-th atom, the primary 

wave, t^ the 't-matrix'of the i-th scatterer representing its scattering 

amplitude, and Green's functions representing the propagation of the 

43 
wave from scatterer j to scatterer i. 

The method then is to "obtain the diffraction amplitudes from a 

system of atoms directly from the successive scattering processes 

between the atoms. For this purpose it is convenient to divide the 

crystal into atomic planes, or 'subplanes'in each of which only one 

atom is included in a unit cell. The multiple scattering is divided 

into two kinds of processes: one is between atoms in one subplane, the 

other is between the atoms in different subplanes. This is frequently 

called the 'layer-by-layer method' 

The method used is described by Kambe for Beeby's theory in a 

general form using operators. "The contribution of single atoms to the 

diffraction amplitude by the system of atoms is represented by 

T-matrices, writing in equation (22): 

ws _ _ w(o) (23) 
i ~ ri 

so that his method is referred to as the 'T-matrix method'.... In 
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Beeby's theory there are four kinds of T-matrices v, t, x and T derived 

successively by including step by step an additional kind of 

multiple-scattering processes in calculation.. This is shown 

schematically as follows: 

*'Approx. 1 Approx. 2 Approx. 3 Exact Sol. 

Born Exact Exact 

approx. scatt. scatt. 

for ampl. ampl. 

single for single for single 

atoms atoms layers 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

'multiple multiple multiple 

scatt.* scatt. scatt. 

inside inside between 

atoms single layers layers" 

It may be noted that the first two approximations and step 1 are 

essentially the procedure used in kinematical LEED theory. Jona 

discusses the procedure involved in these steps thus: ’'The first step 

consists in the calculation of the phase shifts 6^ of the atom(s) 

involved by integrating the radial Schrodinger equation, thereby 

allowing the calculation of the exact value(s) of the atomic scattering 

amplitude(s) f(£) by the standard partial-wave method according to the 

well-known formula with Legendre polynomials Pjj(cos B) (see, e.g. 

Schiff 1955): 

f(«) = (2ik)-1 ^ 

t 

(2i+l) [exp (2i6. ) - l]P(cose) 
l l 

(24) 
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"...In the second step, the scattering amplitude of a single atomic 

layer is calculated self-consistently, i.e., in such a way that the wave 

scattered by an atom is proportional to the primary wave plus the sum of 

all scattered waves from the other atoms in the layer. This calculation 

is normally done in the so-called angular momentum (or L) representation 

using spherical-waves. The result of this calculation represents 

effectively what is usually called the scattering matrix of the atomic 

layer considered. 

"The third step consists in the calculation of the multiple 

scattering between atomic layers, a calculation that can be performed 

either in the L representation or in the linear-momentum (or E) 

representation using plane waves. The former has the advantage that the 

relative positions of the atomic layers play no role (in particular, the 

interlayer distances can be very small, and different kinds of atoms can 

lie in the same plane) but has the disadvantage that when the number of 

atomic layers is large, it needs to handle a very large matrix. The E 

representation, in turn, has the advantage that the scattering of an 

assembly of parallel atomic layers can be simply represented by a 

product of the scattering matrices of the single atomic layers involved, 

but has the disadvantage that only a limited number of plane waves 

(beams) can be taken into account for the calculation to be conveniently 

feasible. For both formalisms, time-saving but less accurate 

47 
perturbation schemes have been developed.* 
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The calculation involved in each of these successive steps is 

essentially the manipulation of an increasingly complicated matrix 

equation and is performed numerically on computers. Joyner and Somorjai 

describe the T-matrix formulation of Beeby, which was refined and 

extended by Duke and Tucker thus: *T^ is a T-matrix for scattering of 

an incident electron by the Xth layer in the presence of the other 

layers. The quantity T^(?,k0;E) can be obtained in a convenient 

algebraic form by means of a partial wave expansion using the 

conventional spherical harmonics, , where "T is a vector whose 

spherical components are the angles 0 and d, 

vr.r.iE» -1 rt»Æ> • <25> 
îm I'm' 

"All directional information for the incident and outgoing beams is 

contained in the spherical harmonics, and the matrix, m , is a 

function only of energy. Once this matrix is calculated, it is a simple 

matter to repeat the summation for all beams, hk, of interest. It is 

customary to replace the double index (4m) by a single index (jbn) L. 

Using this notation, we may write: 

Iik(r.iT„;E) - l-fl |0-rik)^ YJ(k) V<r0> .(26) 
A L,L' X 

"The scattering problem now reduces to calculating the matrix, ^(g) * 

The first approximation made is to terminate the summations over L and 

L' yielding a matrix of finite dimensions. Most computer programs are 
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capable of handling up to 36 x 36 matrices, which corresponds to a 

TT» 
maximum i value of 5. The matrix can then be obtained from the 

equation? 

T LL' _ LL' . T LL' ' T V r L' 'L" ' T L' ' 'L' Tx - Tx + z TX ll GXX' V 
L" X'*X L"’ 

where; 

T LL' X 

LL' + ? LL" X L"L" '. L'"L' 
*X Z *X Z Gsp TX 

L" L" ' 
(28) 

and? 

t LL' 
*X 

iha 

  [e 
4mk 

i26 (E) 
A 1J (29) 

''Equation (29) is a t-matrix for the elastic scattering of an 

incident electron of mass m and wave vector k from a potential 

characterized by a set of energy dependent phase shifts, 6(E). The only 

conditions on the potential (i.e., ion cores) at this point are that it 

be spherically symmetrical and that neighbouring potentials do not 

overlap. 

These calculations are quite long and tedious and require 

considerable computational time and memory allocations. The results of 

dynamical theory are generally in reasonably good agreement with 

experimentally measured intensities when structural parameters are 

adjusted for best fit. This fitting procedure is a complicated and 

somewhat messy procedure in itself, where the fit between an 

experimental and theoretical I-V curve are compared and then a 
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reliability factor (E-factor) is derived for the comparison. Then the 

parameters of the scattering model are adjusted one at a time until the 

49 smallest overall R-factor is obtained. 

II.B.4 POLARIZED LEED THEORY 

The next refinement of LEED experimental and theoretical studies is 

the inclusion of spin dependent scattering into LEED diffraction. Up to 

this point, the electron has been treated as a spinless particle, having 

no internal degrees of freedom. In reality, however, electrons are not 

spinless, and thus their interaction with atoms and solids will manifest 

spin dependent effects. This spin dependence should be reflected in 

theoretical calculations as a part of the scattering Hamiltonian, as 

well as by polarization effects in experimental results. When "...the 

electron-solid interaction Hamiltonian contains a spin-dependent 

contribution, the diffracted beams exhibit, in addition to intensity 

variations, spin polarization effects, which can manifest themselves in 

two forms: (a) as an asymmetry in the scattered intensities for 

polarized primary beams of opposite spin alignment; or (b) for an 

unpolarized primary beam, as spin polarization of the diffracted 

beams....As for spin-dependent interaction mechanisms, there are two 

types relevant for LEED: spin-orbit coupling, which is particularly 

strong for large-Z materials, and — in the case of ordered magnetic 

structures — the exchange interaction between the LEED electron and the 
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ground state electrons of the solid."^® Both experimental and 

theoretical studies confirm that significant polarization effects are 

found in electron scattering with both high-Z and magnetic surfaces and 

use of PLEED in the study of both types of surfaces is the focus of much 

recent and current research.In our present work we hope to exploit 

the spin dependent scattering assymmetry due to spin-orbit coupling with 

the high-Z gold atoms in our crystal, and thus we will focus on the 

PLEED calculations based on this type interaction, assuming no exchange 

contribution. 

Polarization effects due to spin-orbit coupling were first 

predicted by Mott in 1929 for large angle elastic scattering of high 

energy electrons (of about lOOkeV) by larger-Z coulomb potentials (the 

so-called 'Mott effect') and were experimentally confirmed by Shull 

53 et.al. in 1943. Spin polarization effects in LEED have been 

54 qualitatively predicted by a number of investigators, but quantitative 

results, which were based on scattering from W(001), were first obtained 

by Jennings‘S, Feder^^, and Jennings and Sims^ using dynamical PLEED 

theories between 1970-74. The first spin-polarized LEED experiment was 

attempted by Davisson and Germer in 1929 [by means of a double 

scattering experiment involving two Ni (111) crystals]. However, a 

conceptual error on the part of the experimentors led to a null 

5 9 result. The first successful confirmation of spin polarization effects 

in LEED was made experimentally in this lab for scattering from W(001) 

in 1975 by O'Neill et al.60 
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Polarized LEED theories are an extension of dynamical LEED 

calculations and include full multiple scattering considerations. The 

main difference here is that while the unpolarized dynamical LEED 

calculations start with a spin-less Schrodinger wave equation, the 

polarized LEED calculations begin with the Dirac equation, which 

includes spin dependence as a natural result of its formulation: 

[-a(iA + eA(r)) + p + erf(r)]?(7) = E0?U), (30) 

The Dirac equation is used to calculate the scattering completely 

within each atom and may also be written with the relativistic 

corrections written explicitly in terms of the scattering potential 

V(?): 

[§*+ V(r) - f4+ |AV(r) + |rfrV(r)^'L] JCr) = E ?(?), <31) 

where *pT is the momentum operator, 7T the Pauli spin operator and L the 

angular momentum operator. Thus it may be seen that this formula 

includes three terms in addition to those found in the spinless 

Schrodinger hamiltonian: two scalar terms and the spin-orbit coupling 

term. Feder notes that the two scalar corrections should modify the 

scattering cross sections (i.e. the intensities), while the spin-orbit 

coupling will introduce spin-polarization effects, and should produce a 

spin-splitting in the scattering phase shifts 6^ (for JX)).^1 The effect 

is that this splits the derivation into two seperate scattering 
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problems, one for spin-up electrons, and one for spin-down. "The 

scattering problem is solved by a relativistic partial wave analysis, 

which yields, as a consequence of spin-orbit coupling, for each orbital 

angular momentum quantum number i>0 two scattering phase shifts 6+ and 
l 

6”, which relate to the total angular momentum quantum numbers j = t + 
9j 

j and j = ft- respectively. A 'direct' scattering amplitude f(6) and 

a 'spin flip' amplitude g (6) are then obtained as 

f(e) = (UHHe2iÔA- 1] + ,,[e2i6?" - 1]}P#(COS6) <32> 
t 1 

g(e) = t-e2i6^ + e2i6*]P2(cos6) (33) 
i 

where P# and P* are Legendre polynomials and k is the length of the 

momentum vector k. The differential cross section (which is 

proportional to I) and the spin polarization P (along n, the normal to 

the scattering plane) for an unpolarized incident beam and the asymmetry 

A for incident beams fully polarized parallel and antiparallel to n are: 

1(6) = If (6) 12 + lg(6)|*, P(6) = A(6) - -2Im[f(6)g*(6)]/I(6).‘'62 (34) 

The multiple intralayer scattering is accounted for much as is done 

much as in spinless LEED. The PLEED theoretical formulation developed 

by Feder uses a relativistic analogue of the ' layer-KER' formulation of 

Pendry (which we may think of as equivalent to Beeby's) to calculate 
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63 
intralayer scattering. The result is a (4N x 4N) scattering matrix g 

of the form: 

M 
XT' 

gg - <#..• + ^ZIte2i5K ■ 111 
g Kn KV 

(35) 

X ’S<^') (1 " I)K',i'K|iC(A'2'j;»i"s''s') i"Xî‘iS#(k*J) 

where 6^ are the phase shifts associated with spin-up and spin-down 

<£«r 9 J 
scattering, 6 , . is a Kroneeker delta, and the C( j;u-s, s)'s are 

gg ss' * - r 

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, and J has the elements: 

lr 2i6 
2[e K - 1] ^ C((,|,j;|i-s,s) C(#,’,|,j' 

s=+l/2 

;ix-s, s) 

R 
‘m G 

.1, p-s, i* 

(36) 

and here G . , (R^-R ) is the Green's function describing 
*H~s, l ,|i'-s w m 

•«% . 4 A 

electron propogation between lattice scattering sites R0 and R . 
m 

Interlayer scattering is included by diagonalizing the $ Matrices 

and then transforming each into a (4N x 4N) transfer matrix Q which 

relates the plane waves amplitudes (u+ ,v~ ) on one side of the layer to 
gs' gs J 

those (u~ ,v
+ )on the other.Then using a generalization of Pendry's 

gs gs 

Bloch wave method, the contributions of each layer's £ are multiplied 

66 
until an overall bulk transfer matrix is obtained. This is essentially 
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a spin dependent version of the E-representation formulation discussed 

above in the spin-less dynamical LEED theory section. 

Computationally, this is a very complicated and tedious process. 

Because both spin components must be included in each calculation, the 

dimensions of each matrix solved must be doubled compared to the 

spinless form. This makes computer memory requirements go up by a 

factor of four, and computational time, which scales as nJ for matrix 

operaions involving (n x n) matrices, go up by a factor of almost eight, 

compared to spinless dynamical LEED theories.0' 

But the results of the extra effort necessary to develop this 

spin-dependent formulation are dramatic. Polarized LEED theory has 

several advantages over conventional spinless LEED. First is its 

inherent normalizabiliy. This normalizability is due to the fact that 

the polarization, P, of an electron beam is defined as the difference in 

spin-up and spin-down populations divided by the total number of 

electrons: 

P = 
nt - n* 

nt + nV 

(37) 

where nt and n are the electron populations. This may also be written 

using the spin-up and spin-down beam intensities: 

It - Ii 
p =   

It + u 
(38) 
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This makes the polarization is a pure numerical fraction, with no units, 

and in a sense 'self normalized'. The scattering intensity on the other 

must be normalized using some other quantity which defines the 

scattering initial conditions. Usually the scattered beam intensity is 

divided by the incident beam intensity Iq, which will give a 

dimensionless quantity, but the relationship between the incident and 

diffracted beam intensities is not completely defined by the scattering 

at the sample but is also a function of the experimental response of the 

particular apparatus used. Feder describes this best when discussing 

lab-to-lab comparison of PLEED data taken in this and other labs on the 

W(001) surface [which is used merely as an illustration].(See Figure 6.) 

"The experimental intensity profiles for a nominal polar angle of 

incidence 0 = 17° correspond closely to each other with respect to 

existence and location of peaks, but differ distinctly in some relative 

peak heights. The associated measured polarization profiles on the 

other hand are seen to be in generally very good agreement with each 

other. The deviation in the range from 70 - 80 eV of the data of Wang 

6 8 
et.al. from the other data (which in turn agree with each other) can 

be ascribed, by comparison with the 0 = 16° data in part (c), to a small 

deviation (of about 1°) from the nominal angle 0 = 17°. It thus appears 

that the inter-experimental reproducibility is better for spin 

polarization than for intensity profiles. This is confirmed by results 

for different beams and diffraction geometries and can be understood 

from the fact that polarization is the difference between two 
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Figure 6. Lab-to-lab comparisons of intensity and spin polarization 
using data from (00) scattering from W(001) at a nominal scattering 
angle of ©=17°, and d=0°. Polarization data from Wang et.al. 
(dashed curve in (b) ) seems to be off by about 1° and matches the 
©=16» polarization curve of Feder and Kirschner (dashed curve in 
(c)). In general, the polarizations show very close lab-to-lab 
agreement, whereas the intensity data correlates well the positions 
of features but not the relative peak heights. The theoretical 
results are included to show the ability to also make 
experimental/theoretical comparisons while adjusting theory 
parameters, [from Feder ref.50] 

intensities normalized to their own snm, while the intensity (of a 

diffracted beam) is normalized to the intensity of the primary beam. 

The response function of the apparatus therefore affects the 

polarization significantly less than the intensity 
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Secondly we may note that experimentally PLEED gives new and 

complementary data useful in evaluating surface structure; information 

that is not available when using standard spinless LEED techniques. It 

may be argued that when using PLEED there is available essentially twice 

as much useful information in a given experiment because both P-V and 

I-V curves can be obtained for the same scattering conditions. In 

addition, PLEED P-V data is, in a sense, complementary to I-V data — 

complementary in that it is sensitive to a different part of the energy 

spectrum of the scattering. The heights and energies of various 

intensity maxima found in LEED I-V curves are the main source of 

information in spinless LEED, while the P-V curves have polarization 

maxima (from which are derived much of the PLEED scattering information) 

at points strongly correlated with I-V intensity minima. Thus useful 

P-V information is obtained from parts of the energy spectrum that I-V 

curves are relatively insensitive to. This follows the pattern of free 

atom-electron scattering, where intensity minima/polarization maxima are 

70 
found together. PLEED theoretical calculations show that there should 

also be diffraction geometries that will give large polarization and 

71 
large intensities found together, but to this point most experimental 

results have shown maximum polarization features corresponding to low 

intensities. [It may be noted, however, that this is also a 

disadvantage of PLEED, for the contributions due to noise and thermal 

diffuse background are proportionally larger and more difficult to 

compensate for near intensity minima in the data, and thus cause much 
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valuable PLEED polarization data to be clouded with these extraneous 

effects.] 

It may also be argued that polarized LEED theory has at least one 

other advantage over its spinless corollary; and that is that the 

formulation of FLEED theory is based on a more precise quantum 

mechanical description of the scattering than spinless LEED, and thus it 

should be a better description of the diffraction phenomenon. That 

seems to be the preliminary indicator of theory-experiment 

comparisons,but is should be noted that only a relatively few studies 

have been undertaken to this point. 

II. C STUDIES OF TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT PHENOMENA 

II.C.l STUDIES OF CU3AU 

The CujAu crystal was chosen for this particular experimental study 

for a number of reasons. First, it is a classic example of systems that 

undergo an order-disorder transition. In fact, when Bragg and Williams 

7 3 wrote of the first pioneering work done on order-disorder phenomena, 

they cited CusAu as a prototypical example of alloy systems that undergo 

this type of transition. Secondly, this system has been the focus of a 

great deal of experimental concentration. The Cu3Au order-disorder 
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transition has been investigated using quite a number of spectroscopies 

— both in the bulk^ and more recently at the surface. It is felt 

that the transition is well understood in the bulk» but the results 

using surface specific probes do not, as yet, give entirely unambiguous 

results. Finally, because Cu3Au is a low Z/high Z alloy and because the 

spin-orbit interaction that gives rise to spin-dependent electron 

scattering asymmetries is highly Z dependent, the ordering of the high Z 

gold super-lattice lends itself to a study of the transition using 

PLEED. 

.(001) PLANE 

C Au 
Tr«391°C 

(ORDERED) 

Qc 
(DISORDERED) 

u y All 

(^) AVERAGE 
ATOM 

Figure 7. CujAu structure in the Ordered and Disordered states. Below 
Tc, the lattice structure is f.c.c. with gold at simple lattice 
corner sites. As the crystal heats, the copper and gold atoms 
randomize among the lattice sites. 

The CujAu system exhibits a face—centered cubic lattice structure 

as shown in Figure 7. A face centered cubic lattice may be regarded as 
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composed of four identical interpenetrating simple cubic lattices, and 

in the ordered state the gold atoms segregate into one of these lattices 

7 6 
— relegating copper atoms to the remaining three lattices. The gold 

atoms are thus in a super lattice of larger periodicity than the overall 

lattice. If the crystal is viewed in the (100) direction, successive 

planes are either all copper atoms or 1/2 copper and 1/2 gold with the 

two species on two interpenetrating square nets. Based on low energy 

ion diffraction studies, Buck et.al. have concluded that the topmost 

atomic layer of a {100} crystal surface is a one-half gold/one-half 

77 0 

copper layer. At T = 0 K this ordering exists throughout the bulk of 

the sample and extends to the surface. 

At higher temperatures the degree of ordering of the sample is 

reduced. Above the transition temperature, the long range order, which 

is reflected by coherent diffraction from this superlattice, disappears. 

o 
The transition in the bulk is abrupt, and occurs at T = 390 C. Studies 

c 

reveal, however, that residual short range order is found above the 

78 
transition temperature. This short range order is a reflection of the 

fact that although the gold superlattice periodicity is lost, there is 

still a propensity for gold atoms to be surrounded by copper atoms and 

copper atoms to have more than one-quarter nearest neighbors which are 

gold. A fascinating study of this short range order in Cu,Au was 

7 9 
performed very recently by McRae and Malic, who used a novel LEED 

setup based on a position-sensitive micro-channel detector to map the 

diffracted beam intensities as a function of position across the peak in 
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a temperature dependent study very similar to ours. They used the fact 

that ideally the diffraction peak due to long range order is a very 

tight, sharp intensity maximum, while the diffraction correlated with 

short range order gives a broader and less intense intenstity maxima 

centered at the same nominal angle. The temperature dependence of each 

of these contributions to the scattering intensity should correlate with 

the respective order parameter's temperature dependence. 

II.C.2 ORDER-DISORDER TRANSITIONS 

The order-disorder transition is understood most basically by 

reference to thermodynamics. The equilibrium state of a system at a 

given temperature and pressure is that in which the Gibbs free energy is 

80 
at a minimum. (dG = 0) 

G = U - TS + PV <39) 

Since the compressibility of solids is rather small, one can assume 

dV = 0 and then the equilibrium condition can be expressed as dF - 0, 

where F = U - TS is the Helmholtz free energy. 

At low temperatures, the temperature-entropy contribution is 

negligible and the equilibrium state is the one were the internal energy 

of the system is a minimum — the ordered state. 
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As the temperature increases» the atoms become more mobile (due in 

part to increased amplitude of thermal vibrations) and start to 

interchange places increasing the entropy ('disorderliness') of the 

system. At some point the TS term in the free energy becomes dominant 

and to keep the free energy at a minimum» the stable state becomes the 

one with the most entropy, and thus also most internal energy — the 

disordered state. 

A binary alloy exhibits ordering because the interaction energy 

between an atom at any given lattice site and all the surrounding 

nearest neighbors is such that it favors an orderly array of similar or 

dissimilar atoms. In an alloy with atoms of type A and 6, the 

interaction energy associated with nearest neighbor pairs AA, BB, and AB 

*s eaa* 8bb* an<* 8ab resPecti-vely» an<* we may define an energy parameter 

e = e 
saa + 8bb 

ab 

82 
Let us consider the system at zero temperature: 

(40) 

1. If e > 0 then the configuration in which atoms A all 

neighbor one another and atoms B all neighbor one another would 

be energetically favored. In this case, the crystal segregates 

into domains, some containing only A and the others only B* 
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2. If e < 0 then the configuration in which A and B neighbor 

one another will be energetically favored and A and B will 

alternate in the lattice. 

Both classes are ordered states. (The Cu^Au alloy falls into the 

latter class.) If the temperature of the system is raised, the thermal 

energy k^T, will tend to randomize the positions of A and B among the 

83 lattice sites. The partition function of such a system takes the form 

ZN<T> “ J exp(-0^ e^) (41) 
all lattice all near 

configurations neighbors 

The mathematical model for describing such systems is called the 

84 Ising Model. It was originaly developed by Ising as a model of 

ferromagnetism but also describes a wide variety of systems including 

binary alloys and lattice gases. The Ising Model can be solved exactly 

in one and two dimensions, but no analytic solution has successfully 

been found in three dimensions. In one dimension, the Ising Model does 

not exhibit a phase transition, but in two dimensions, it does - in fact 

it is the only exactly solved mathematical model found to date that does 

this. The Ising Model was first solved in two dimensions by Onsager for 

the case with no external field and by Yang and Lee for the case with 

an external field. [It should be noted that when evaluating LEED data 

in terms of these models, a two dimensional model may not be the one 
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that applies, even though we are studying surface phenomena which 

basically lie in a plane of two dimensions. This is because the finite 

penetration of electrons into the sample requires us to include the 

effect of the third dimension perpendicular to the surface. Thus our 

discussion will assume a full three-dimensional system, even though it 

appears to be 'quasi-two dimensional'.] If an external field F is 

included which reduces the energy of a A site and increases the energy 

of a B site, and if we take the simplification that the interaction 

energy between all nearest neighbor sites is the same, (i.e. that = 

8 ' then the total configurational energy may he written: 

E(Na*Naa) = 4eNaa ~2(eY + F>Na 
+ <§*N + F)N (42) 

where N&a is the total number of nearest neighbor pairs A-A, is the 

total number of atoms of type A and N is the total number of atoms, y 

is the coordination number (which for f.c.c. lattices, such as Cu^Au, 

is y = 12). 

The partition function in such a case may be written: 

ZN(T.F) = .-MIT-WN l e2P(re+F)N, £ c<N,,N„).-f4N.. (43) 

N -0 N 
a aa 

where ^(Na,Naa) is the number of configurations of the lattice with a 

89 given set values of N and N . In three dimensions* the evaluation of 
a aa 

this partition function can be done only approximately (even if the 
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external field is set to zero)* Approximation solutions have been found 

for several structural configurations, among them simple cubic and body 

90 
centered cubic lattices by Bethe and for face centered cubic latties 

91 92 
by Li and Kikuchi . The approximation of only nearest or next 

nearest neighbor interactions is assumed, as is the assumption that A-B 

nearest neighbors are prefered over A-A or B-B, (i.e* effectively that 

8ab ^ this being an improvement over the zeroeth order 

approximation shown above). The extent to which the system is ordered 

may be parametrized by two variables - the long range order parameter r\ 

and the short range order parameter o* Bethe's solution gives a 

04 
temperature dependence of long range order TJ of the form:" 

<i-^)VT = 
(i+n)1_1/Y(i-T})1/Y - (i-n)1“1/Y(i+n)1/Y 

(44) 

2 n 

and short range order a of the form: 95 

o 
TV

T - <r-2>V
T 

rVT * <ï-2)VT 
(45) 

Li notes that the O-D transition in f.c.c. lattices of the type is 

a transition of the first kind (a sudden vanishing of long range order 

with the appearance of latent heat) whereas there is a second order 

transition in similar b.c.c. and simple cubic lattice systems.^ 

Theoretical studies of the ordering of alloys of the type ABa in 

f.c.c. lattices (using CuaAu as the prototype) by Bennemann and 
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TIKJ 

Figure 8. long range order 
parameter IK for the layer X and 
for the bulk (b), and 
Short-range order parameter 
o00 for the surface layer, as a 
function of temperature for 
CujAu. These theoretical 
results are compared with LEED 
surface results and x-ray bulk 
studies. [from Kumar and 
Bennemann ref.97] 

co-workers,®"^ using a sophisticated numerical analysis, but starting 

with many of the same fundamental assumptions earlier workers, derived 

temperature dependences for both long— and short-range order parameters 

in the near—surface region and bulk as a function of depth into the 

sample. Their results, shown in Figure 8, show a sharp cutoff of long 

range order just below T
c and an extension of short range order 

well above this temperature. 
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II. C. 3 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS IN LEED 

A study of the order-disorder transition, which is a temperature 

dependent phenomenon, would be rather straight-forward if the transition 

were the only temperature dependent effect that contributes to changes 

in the experimental FLEED profiles. There are, however, a number of 

other thermal effects which will change the contours of the LEED (and 

PLEED) profiles and must be taken into account when interpreting 

experimental results and comparing with theoretical models. 

For the most part, the assumption in LEED theory is that the solid 

and its surface may be treated as a rigid lattice; i.e., that the 

positions of the atomic nuclei do not change in time. In fact, however, 

the atomic positions are not static, but move continuously in time. In 

all real solids at finite temperatures, the atoms oscillate about their 

equilibrium positions; the higher the temperature, the larger the 

amplitudes of oscillation and the more numerous the excited modes. The 

9 8 quantum theory of harmonic crystals describes the scattering of 

particles and other effects due to temperature by phonon scattering in 

the crystal where the phonon population is dependent on temperature and 

is a function of the amplitudes of the various modes of oscillation of 

the atoms in the crystal. 

Diffraction is based on the coherent superposition of scattered 

amplitudes from an ordered, constant array of scattering centers. Any 
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irregularities or nonuniformity in the scattering array will cause a 

decay in the coherent scattering. Thus the major problem is in 

accounting for this decay and other thermal effects in the theoretical 

scattering model, or at least in the analysis of experimental results. 

There are three basic thermal effects that are manifest in any 

crystal structural spectroscopy and are evident especially in LEED.®^ As 

the crystal is heated: 

1. Increasing thermal vibrations lead to an average loss of 

coherence in the interference of scattered waves and thus to an 

attenuation of the elastic diffracted beam intensities. 

2. The intensity lost from this elastic scattering is spread 

throughout the brillouin zone as quasi-elastic thermal diffuse 

background intensity; and, 

3. The anharmonic contribution to the oscillations causes a 

thermal expansion of the crystal. This expansion causes all 

Bragg diffraction features to be shifted down in energy. 

The mean square displacement <i* > of the atom as it oscillates 

about its equilibrium position is directly related to the Debye 

100 temperature 9D of the crystal by: 
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3 h2 T 
(46) 

4”2mkB %2 

The Debye temperature of a given crystal lattice is a measure of its 

hardness — crystals with high Debye temperatures are much harder and 

less malleable than low Debye temperature materials. And the 

malleability of a lattice - which is the ability to deform the lattice 

and move the constituent atoms around in the crystal - is found to be 

correlated to the order-disorder transition temperature Tc in binary 

alloys. (See Appendix D for a more thorough discussion.) 

These three thermal effects are especially evident in surface 

spectroscopies such as LEED, even though they are also found to a lesser 

extent when using bulk probes. This surface enhancement is a result of 

the changed forces experienced by surface atoms due to the absence of 

other atoms on one side, which will generally lead to increased 

vibrational amplitudes relative to atoms in the bulk.*®* In fact, Wallis 

102 et.al. performed calculations for f.c.c. crystals assuming central 

forces between nearest neighbor atoms, where it was found that for (100) 

surfaces of investigated metals (which included Cu and Au, although no 

alloys) that in all cases: 

<u2>l surface » 2.0 <u2>bulk 

and (47) 

<u2> 11 surface <* 1.2 -1.5 * <u2>bulk 
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Because of equation (45) this means that the surface effective Debye 

temperature is lower than (and usually .5 to .75 of) the Debye 

temperature in in the bulk. These findings are consistent with 

1 03 
experimental results. 

Both the decay of the elastic diffracted beam intensities and the 

increases in the quasi-elastic thermal diffuse background are due to the 

harmonic vibrations of the crystal.*®4 In a LEED experiment with a clean 

surface the basic effect of temperature is that the intensities of the 

diffraction spots gradually decrease with increasing temperature and 

finally disappear in the background which becomes continuously brighter. 

It is found that a plot of the logarithm of the intensity of a given 

diffracted beam at fixed energy vs. temperature gives a straight line 

whose slope depends on the electron energy. 

In order to understand this effect we may consider the positions of 

the atoms as moving in time due to thermal vibrations according to: 

ïj(t) = ? 3 + uj(t) (48) 

where r® denotes the equilibrium position and u^(t) the time dependent 

105 motion. 
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The problem is often approached using the kinematical 

approximation, where the temperature dependence is similar to that found 

in the intensities of diffracted X-rays. Here the lattice sum which 

contains the diffraction information may be written to incorporate the 

displacements of the atoms from their mean positions in terms of the 

intensity: 

i j 

and taking a thermal average over the atomic displacements gives: 

the term outside the summation is called the Debye-Waller factor, 

written exp(-2W). The last exponential term in equation (51) can be 

expanded as a series, showing the first two terms and leaving the rest 

as a 'remainder': 

(49) 

= f^ exp(iAk*(r£-r^))<exp(iAk*(Uj(t)-û^(t))> 

i j 

Using the average for for a harmonic oscillator, we obtain 

i j 

+ [exp«(Ak’ïTi)(Âk*u^)>)-l-<(Ak*ui)(Ak*irj)>] } 

(52) 
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In this form, the three terms are the zero-, one-, and multi-phonon 

contributions to the intensity. The first term represents the 

attenuation of the perfectly elastic scattering intensity. This 

intensity attenuation may be written (ignoring diffuse background) as 

108 
the first term in the above expansion, or more simply as: 

I = (53) 

where 

12ha cos2d T 

"tB X* V 

(54) 

This Debye-Waller factor causes the exponential decrease of the 

elastically scattered intensity with increasing temperature since W oe T. 

The Debye-Waller factor is a function of several variables. As noted, 

it is dependent on temperature. But the factor 2W may also be written 

109 
from above as: 

2W « 
1 T 

V 

or since 1/U 

2W « 
U*T 

V 

(55) 

(56) 

from which it is obvious that the Debye-Waller factor is also a function 

of electron energy. Also because of the <Ak*u>2 dot product, we see 

that the Debye-Waller factor is also a function of direction - being 
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2 
dependent on the direction of Ak becanse <u > is anisotropic near the 

surface.This may be included in the above formalism by making -6^ a 

function of direction in the near surface region, although most 

formulations use an isotropic but reduced 0^ near the surface. This 

contribution to the temperature dependence in LEED scattering is veil 

accounted for in the framework of kinematical LEED theory.'A 

beginning has also been made on dynamical LEED theories embodying the 

temperature effect.' Joyner and Somorjai describe this inclusion of 

temperature into the T-matrix formulation of dynamical LEED theory: 

113 
'Laramore and Duke have shown that lattice motion can be taken into 

consideration at this point [i.e. when obtaining the energy dependent 

phase shifts 6(E) using T-Matrix manipulation] by the renormalization of 

the site scattering vertices, t^. The renormalized quantity b^ is 

expressed 

bx(k,k0;E) = tx(k,ro;E)e"V^"ko) . (57) 

where W^(k-k0) is the Debye-Waller factor for the Xth layer. If we use 

LL* 
the Debye model for the phonon spectrum, the resulting matrix b^ is 

T T 9 

diagonal, as was t^ . The effect of finite temperature is thus to 

alter the phase shifts, 0^(E) appearing in equation (29)• This is done 

internally in the computer program by expanding the exponential term in 

equation (57) in spherical harmonics. Provision is made in equation 

(57) for a layer-dependent Debye-Waller factor.'^^ 
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Similarly, PLEED theory as developed by Feder includes thermal 

115 
effects by using temperature dependent phase shifts ^ for both direct 

and spin-flip scattering amplitudes* Feder discusses the contribution 

of thermal effects in FLEED thus: "In the kinematical approximation, 

Ig [the diffracted intensity] depends on T both through [the 

Debye-Waller factor] W(T) and the lattice factor (which is altered by 

thermal expansion or reconstruction), whereas P [the polarization 

effect] is independent if T. If multiple scattering processes are taken 

into account, the intensity still decreases with increasing temperature, 

[while] spin polarization can either increase or decrease depending, for 

a given surface, on the primary beam energy, the diffraction geometry 

and the diffracted beam under consideration."**** The temperature 

dependence here, as in the spinless case only accountd for perfectly 

elastic scattering. 

The second and third terms in the expansion above (equation (52)) 

also play an important role. They describe quasielastic contributions 

due to phonon scattering. Estrup and McRae note the need to include 

this inelastic effect and describe the angular dependence of 

quasi-elastic phonon scattering. "However, the quasielastic 

background...[is]...of fundamental importance..• [It]...has two main 

components, one that is peaked at the angular location of the diffracted 

beams, and one that gives a uniform contribution. The peaked and 

uniform contributions have been identified with single—phonon and multi¬ 

phonon scattering respectively. *±±l LEED theory to this point only 
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includes perfectly elastic scattering, and inelastic contributions are 

difficult to include. Unertl notes, "Most electron scattering devices 

bave insufficient energy resolution to resolve energy losses due to 

phonon scattering which remove intensity from the truly elastic 

scattering and redistribute it throughout the Brillouin zone as a 

temperature dependent background. At present, LEED theory only treats 

the truly elastic scattering, and phonon effects cannot be easily 

included." And he notes especially the importance of understanding 

these effects in FLEED: "Because the zero-, one-, and multiphonon 

scatterings each weight different regions of the Brillouin zone, each 

will emphasize different intermediate scattering vectors k^ and thus 

different scattering angles. This will be particularly important when 

the polarization is changing rapidly with scattering angle and will 

result in a different total polarization for each thermal scattering 

component of the intensity 

Detailed studies of the total LEED screen current of quasielastic 

backscattering at a given energy show that it is essentially constant as 

a function of temperature. But the Bragg diffraction features of 

perfectly elastic backscattering decay by many orders of magnitude over 

the same range because of the exponential Debye-Waller factor. Thus the 

thermal diffuse background caused by single and multiple phonon 

scattering increases with these temperature changes. Lagally and Webb 

have calculated the contributions of the zero-phonon (perfectly 

elastic), one-, and multi-phonon contributions to the total 
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backscattered quasielastic intensity. Their results are shown in Figure 

9. 

Figure 9. Calculated temperature dependence of the 'quasi-elastic' 
backscattered electron intensities separated into zero-phonon, 
one-phonon, and multi-phonon distributions. The units of the 
horizontal scale are the Debye-Waller factor 2W which is 
proportional to temperature. The temperature range of our 
experiment is shown crosshatched. [from Ertl and Kuppers ref.28; 
the calculations are done by Lagally and Webb ref.120] 

The crosshatched region denotes the temperature range of our experiment, 

and in this region shows strong decay of the elastic and one—phonon 

scattering, and thus there will be considerable diffuse background in 

the diffracted intensities we measure which must be accounted for in our 

data analysis. It should be noted that due to the angular distributions 

of these various phonon contributions, the fraction 'forward scattered' 

and thus collected in the faraday cup is preferentially that from the 
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zero-phonon contribution, but because that part dies so rapidly with 

temperature, while the other contributions are still large, they play an 

increasingly important role at elevated temperatures. The multi-phonon 

contribution is especially important for polarization studies, because 

the large angular distribution allows mixing of contributions from 

essentially all diffracted beams; since different diffracted beams 

generally have different polarizations, the net spin-polarization of 

this multi-phonon intensity will be an average from all scattered beams 

and can be assumed to be zero. Thus this contribution will wash out the 

detected polarization of each diffracted beam. 

120 
Let us now discuss the thermal expansion of the lattice. As has 

been noted before, Bragg peaks in LEED intensities are found when the 

distance between scattering centers is some multiple of a half 

wavelength. For a normally incident electron beam equation (1) above 

may used to give: 

where c is the lattice spacing normal to the surface, m is an integer, 

and Eg is the energy of a Bragg peak. The thermal expansion coefficient 

is: 

150 
2c = ml = m (58) 

J ^ 

1 
P (59) 

c dT 
z 
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If these relations are combined one obtains 

1 dER 
P # (6Q) 

2 Eg dT 

The thermal expansion of the crystal thus is reflected in Bragg 

diffraction features by a change in their energies. These shifts are 

small — a few meV/°C — but noticable. The Gruneisen relation states 

that for cubic crystals the expanson coefficient is proportional to the 

specific heat. If it is assumed that at high temperatures the frequency 

of vibration is equal to the Debye frequency and ha>p = kgOp then one 

obtains that: 

and therefore that: 

P (61) 

P surface 0 2 = B 
D surface y bulk 

A* 
oulk (62) 

Thus using equations (46), (60), and (62) and P^^^ » 16.5xlO-</°K 

(which is an average between the bulk expansion coefficients of Au and 

Cu from the AIP Handbook of Physics p.4-123,4) and 

^D2surface^D2bulk ** 0*5» we find that a non-specular beam Bragg peak at 

approximately 50eV at room temperature would be shifted by 1.5-2.0eV 

when the crystal is heated to 440°C. 
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In summary, we may note that there are a number of temperature 

dependent effects that contribute significantly to LEED diffraction 

data. The crystal expands slightly when heated, shifting all 

diffraction features lower in energy. In addition, phonon scattering 

removes intensity from the elastic Bragg peaks and redistributes it as 

thermal diffuse background in broad peaks around the preferred 

diffraction directions (due to single phonon scattering) and uniformly 

in space (multiphonon scattering). The decay of the perfectly elastic 

diffraction features may be accounted for (as was done by Laramore and 

Duke) in LEED theoretical models. But the thermal diffuse background 

and energy shift due to thermal expansion are completely ignored in the 

framework of LEED theory. Thus jwe must account for them in our data 

analysis. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND DATA REDUCTION 

III.A Experimental Capabilities 

The current apparatus is housed in three separately pumped vacuum 

chambers. (See Figure 10.) As seen from left to right in the figure. 

POLARIZED ELECTRON 
SOURCE 

MAIN EXPERIMENTAL 
CHAMBER 

MOTT POLARIZATION 
ANALYZER 

Figure 10. Experimental Apparatus, discussed in detail in the text. 

the three chambers are labeled 'Spin—Polarized Electron Source' 

(hereafter called the SPES chamber), 'Main Experimental Chamber', and 

the 'Mott Polarization Analyser' (called the Mott chamber). The SPES 

beam—line is colinear with the Mott Analyser beam axis and has the 

polarization axis of the electron beam (which is vertical) perpendicular 

to the Mott detector and main experimetal chamber scattering planes 
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(which are horizontal) . Here we will briefly discuss the apparatus in 

each chamber and then the capabilities of the overall system. 

The SPES chamber contains the spin-polarized electron source based 

on the polarization selectability of photoexcitation from GaAs(OOl). 

The source will be discussed in more detail shortly. The chamber is 

pumped by a 50£/sec D/I ion pump and typical operating base pressures 

— 10 
are in the range 1-2x10 torr. The pressure in the chamber may be 

monitored by a nude ion guage located near the rough center of the 

chamber. Also available is a partial pressure mass spectrometer for 

measuring relative gaseous elemental and molecular populations in the 

chamber. 

The SPES chamber may be isolated from the main experimental chamber 

during photoactivation of the electron source by closing an in-line 

valve half-way along the electron transport optics that carry the 

polarized electron beam into the Main chamber. Also located in the SPES 

chamber are a SAES Cs dispenser and a variable leak source of 02 for use 

in the GaAs photoactivation. 

The Main experimental chamber contains the final stages of the SPES 

electron transport optics as the input electron gun of a 120° 4-grid 

diplay LEED system with movable faraday cup, whose motions are in the 

two polar angles, 9' and 4’ where the Z-axis is the incoming electron 
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beam axis. The electrons are scattered from a crystal mounted on a 

multiple motion crystal manipulator shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. Sample crystal 

Manipulator. The manipulator 
allows X-Y-Z-tilt, 0, and 4 
motion of the crystal, as well 
as translation of the crystal by 
a rotation of the entire rotary 
on a 1.5 inch offset. 

The motions allowed are 0 (about the vertical axis in the face of the 

sample crystal) and 4 (about the surface normal to the sample crystal 
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face) and XXZ fine adjustment motion of approximately +l-2cm in each of 

the orthogonal vertical and horizontal directions. The sample holder 

allows the crystal to be electrically isolated and externally grounded, 

and to be radiatively heated using a heating filament situated in the 

Molybdenum can which supports the crystal, as well as to be water 

cooled. The manipulator is a recent and rather practical one, designed 

122 
and built in-house by Barry Dunning and Keith Jamison. 

The whole manipulator/sample crystal assembly may be rotated about 

a 1.5 inch offset to bring the sample to the focus of the 120° SPES-LEED 

system, or to a point in front of an ion sputtering gun for cleaning, or 

to the focus of another, rotatable 180° LEED system. This LEED system, 

called the 'old' LEED system is configured so that it may be used either 

to take PLEED polarization/voltage curves in conjunction with the Mott 

analyser or as an Auger spectrometer. 

The cleaning of the crystal is performed in situ using Ar+ ion 

sputtering. The Argon is introduced into the chamber using a gas 

handling system connected to the Main chamber through a variable leak 

valve, and accelerated at the crystal using an ion gun. 

The Main chamber is pumped by a 4002/sec D/I ion pump and with a 

Titanium sublimation pump. The pressure is monitored with a nude ion 

guage in the experimental chamber, where standard base operating 

—xo 
pressures of 3-7x10 torr are common. The main experimental chamber 
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is also equipped with a Residual Gas Analyser for mass spectroscopy. 

Both the Main chamber and SPES chamber may be separately connected to a 

roughing pomp system that contains interconnected a 1001/sec roughing 

ion pump, two cryogenic sorption pumps and ports for connection to a 

mechanical roughing pump and an up-to-air value. 

The Mott Chamber is connected to the main chamber by a set of 

electron steering optics and an 100EV accelerating column, and the 

entire chamber and associated electronics may be floated at this 100EV 

potential inside its own electrostatic isolation cage. It contains a 

Mott electron polarization analyser based on the high energy scattering 

of electrons off essentially bare- gold nuclei. Here the polarization is 

determined by the scattering asymmetry due to spin-orbit coupling which 

in this energy range is well understood theoretically, and 

experimentally confirmed. A number of monographs on the subject may be 

cited, and the experimental determination of the effective Sherman 

function describing the assymetry for the scattering foils used in this 

apparatus is described in detail by 0'NeillJ•'4’, and Ealisvaart . The 

Mott chamber is separately pumped by a 400JJ/sec ion pump, which is also 

used to differentially pump the volume between the rotatable teflon 

gaskets used in the crystal manipulator in the Main experimental 

chamber. 

The unique geometry and combination of features of this system 

gives it several very attractive capabilities. First, is allows the 
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polarization of the primary beam from the polarized electron source to 

be measured directly, using the Mott analyser. The polarization of our 

beam has been measured in this way and the results are very consistant 

at 27+2% for a wide range of setup and beam conditions. 

Secondly, the system allows polarization measurements to be taken 

by two complementary methods. As was noted before, spin dependent 

effects may be manifest in two forms: (1) as an asymmetry in the 

scattering intensities for polarized primary beams of opposite spin 

alignment; or (2) for an unpolarized primary beam, as spin polarization 

of the diffracted beams. Theoretical calculations using time reversal 

and spatial symmetry considerations by Feder indicate that under certain 

high symmetry conditions the scattering asymmetry A(6) obtained by the 

first method should be equal to the polarization P($) obtained by the 

126 
second* Our experimental apparatus allows these high symmetry 

conditions to be set up for complementary spin cases: the polarization 

of the diffracted beams due to scattering of an unpolarized incident 

beam may be measured using the 'old9 180° LEED system and Mott Analyser. 

On the other hand the scattering assymetry in diffracted beam 

intensities may also be obtained using the polarized electron source and 

a faraday cup, and should give the same information by a different 

method. Thus this experiment may be used as a check of this symmetry 

relation. Thus far, this apparatus is the only experimental set-up 

known in which this may be directly tested for scattering from the same 

sample 
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Finally, this set-up is a method of at least self consistantly 

calibrating the polarization data taken using our new polarized electron 

source. Because this is the first experiment performed since the 

installation of the source, it may be 'calibrated' by comparing the data 

obtained using the source with that obtained by using the Mott analyser 

method to see if the polarization features of the two have the same 

height and polarity. 

III.B Data Acquisition — Overview 

The original set—up of this system^-^ is to take advantage of the 

fact that spi independent scattering may be manifest by spin polarization 

of diffracted beams when the incident beam is unpolarized. In the old 

'Mott' experimental setup, an unpolarized electron beam is scattered off 

the sample crystal and then the diffracted beams are directed through a 

slit in the LEED screen and through an aperture, between a set of 

steering plates, and into an accelerating column where they are 

accelerated to 100 KeV. The electrons now enter the main part of the 

Mott chamber where the beam polarization is determined using the Mott 

scattering technique. Briefly, this technique relies on the left-right 

scattering asymmetry produced as a result of spimorbit coupling when 

high energy electrons are elastically scattered at large angles from the 

gold nuclei of a thin gold foil. This polarization-induced scattering 

asymmetry has been accurately calculated, and experimentally verified. 
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for a vide range of electron energies and scattering angles. The 

asymmetry is largest for electrons scattered in the plane perpendicular 

to the total polarization and for 100 EeV electrons displays a broad 

maximum at scattering angles of 120°. Although multiple scattering 

reduces the asymmetry, the correction appropriate to the lOOoX thick 

gold scattering foils used in this experimental apparatus has been 

128 
determined previously. Electrons scattered at 120° are detected by 

tvo symmetrically placed surface barrier detectors. Pulse height 

analysis enables identificaion of those electrons vhich have been 

elasticly scattered. The electrons are counted using tvo scalers vhich 

are read by the computer and the polarization of the electrons is then 

calculated. 

The Mott analysis method of determining spin polarization shovs 

good accuracy but is slov (often up to 24-36 hours for one data run) and 

tedious. This is because the very lov count rates in the Mott 

backscattering and detection required very long counting times to get 

good statistics. Use of computer controlled data acquisition reduces 

the tedium, but does not improve the speed. (Note: the data 

acquisition program used here is included in Appendix B.) Speed is 

important, too, because the quality of the sample degrades vith time. 

Residual gas in the experimental chamber vill adsorb on the sample 

surface at a rate proportional to the gas pressure in the experimental 

chamber. Gas molecules colide vith surfaces at a rate that vould 

deposit roughly one atomic monolayer (approximately lxlO15 atoms/cm2) 
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per second at 1x10 * torr, if all the molecules stick to the surface. 

— 10 

Thus at 5x10 torr, it will take 2000 seconds (about half an hour) to 

deposit one monolayer, for a sticking coefficient of unity. Even with 

lower sticking coefficients, a clean surface can only be expected for a 

few hours. Adsorbate caused changes in the surface or in diffracted 

LEED beams during data acquisition make data analysis ambiguous, and 

thus severe time constraints are often required to maintain constant 

sample conditions during the the experiment. It turns out that tests 

during our experimental work show that for the Cu^AuCOOl) surface there 

is only a very slow build up of contaminants and that this time 

constraint is not too much of a problem for our experiment, but often it 

is important to take this into consideration. 

Because of the time factor involved in data acquisition, the 

addition of a polarized electron source was a significant step forward 

in experimental BLEED. Here we use the complementary manifestation of 

spin dependent effects to that used above — i.e. that a scattering 

assymetry in the diffracted beam intensities is found when the primary 

beam spin alignment is reversed. At this point we will make a 

digression and discuss some of the theoretical and practical foundations 

of the polarized electron source and then continue with the data 

acquisition technique used with it. 
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III.B.l Spin-Polarized Electron Source 

In 1976 Pierce and Meier^* while working at EIH-Zurich, 

demonstrated the feasability of a high current source of spin polarized 

electrons based on photoemission from GaAs. Later, while at the 

National Bureau of Standards lab in Washington D.C., Pierce and 

132 
co-workers developed such a source» using photoemission from 

GaAs(lOO), into a practical polarized electron gun suitable for use in 

LEED experiments. The present polarized electron source (shown 

schematically in Figure 12) at Rice University is modelled very closely 

after the design at NBS. Because the design and operating 

133 
characteristics are discussed in detail elsewhere, I will only 

briefly review the requirements and operating characteristics of the 

source. 

Ideally, the electron source will have several operating 

characteristics that favor it over other designs. The quality of a 

polarized electron source is measured by a 'figure-of-merit', P^I,*^ 

where P is the beam polarization and I is the beam current. Because 

both high current and high polarization are desirable, a good source 

will have as high a figure of merit as possible. Secondly, the electron 

beam divergence and energy spread must be narrow enough to be useful for 

LEED. Finally the spin alignment of the electron beam should be 

transverse to the beam propogation direction and easily reversible 

without changing any of the other beam parameters. Use of photoemission 
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SPIN POLARIZED 
ELECTRON SOURCE 

GaAIAs diode 
' laser 

lîi 

lens 

linear polarizer 

Pockels ceil 

movable 

Figure 12. Spin-Polarized Electron Source LEED system, showing laser 
optics for photoexcitation, electron optics, and LEED system. 

from NEA GaAs(OOl) and a properly designed electron optics will satisfy 

all these requirements. 

Photoemission of electrons from a semiconductor is a three step 

process involving the photoexcitation of electrons from the valence to 

the conduction band in the solid, transport to the surface, and escape 

into vacuum.135 The key to spin polarized photoemission is the 

spin-orbit splitting of the valence band in GaAs. (See Figures 13 and 

14a,b.) 

It is found that the valence band maximum and conduction band minimum 

have symmetries equivalent to atomic P and S states respectively, and 

are found at the f (Gamma) point at the center of the Brillouin zone, 

making GaAs a direct gap semiconductor. As a consequence of this, if a 
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proper excitation energy is chosen, then only transitions of well 

defined angular momentum P are allowed. 

At the f7 , point, which is the valence band maximum, the otherwise 

degenerate p band is split into a fourfold degenerate Vt/% level and a 

twofold degenerate Vx/% level, which is located 0.34eV lower in energy. 

If we now consider the transitions from the m. sublevels shown in Figure 
J 

14a,b we find that a net spin polarization of emitted electrons may be 

13 6 
obtained as follows: The optical selection rules controlling 

Hh 
photoexcitation require that Am.=+1 for c light (also called right-hand 

J 

circularly polarized or RHCP light;solid lines in Figure 14b), and 

Am.=-1 for a light (or left-hand circularly polarized or LHCP 

light;da$hed lines in Figure 14b). The quantization axis is defined by 

the light angular momentum direction. 
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(b) 

Figure 14. (a) The band structure of GaAs near the f point, with the 
spin character of each band shown. (b) The allowed m. photo¬ 
excitation transitions for the various spin states with ^relative 
transition probabilities shown circled. The figure is described in 
some detail in the text, [from Pierce et.al. ref.6] 

The relative transition probabilities may be calculated and are 

shown in circles on Figure 14b. For <r+ light, three times as many 

electrons go to the m = -1/2 as to the m. = +1/2 state because of the 
J J 

relative transition probabilities from the band at We may calculate 

that for o+ light we have P = -50% and for a~ light P = +50%. When 

electrons are also excited from the lower band at [7, the polarization 

goes to zero. It is found that the maximum polarization is obtained if 

transitions from fT are not allowed, but rather have photon energies 

less than 0.1 eV greater than the band gap energy. 
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A very important feature of this photoemission is that polarization 

may be reversed easily external to the vacuum chamber containing the 

GaAs crystals simply by reversing the helicity of the light, here done 

by modulating the voltage across a Pockel's cell sinusoidally to give 

alternately right and left hand circularly polarized light, and thus 

alternately spin-down and spin-up electron beam polarization* This 

process does not change the intensity or direction of the emitted 

electron beam* 

After photoexcitation into the conduction band the electrons are 

transported to the surface and emitted into vacuum* This is made 

energetically possible by doping the GaAs crystal with Zn which bends 

the conduction band down in energy near the surface, and by treating the 

crystal surface with Cs and 02, while illuminating with a white light 

source, to photoactivate the crystal. This process has the effect of 

lowering the work function of the crystal to the point that it lies 

below the bulk conduction band minimum giving the crystal an effective 

negative electron affinity (NEA) and electrons will have a tendency to 

leave the surface upon photoexcitation* The photoactivation is almost a 

technological 'black art' and requires some work to utilize in each 

experimental apparatus* The photoactivation process used here is an 

13 8 
adaptation of techniques described by Pierce et.al* and others* 

There is some depolarization of the electrons that accompanies this 

transport and emission process and the maximum polarization obtained by 
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139 Pierce et.al. at room temperature was ~367o, although when the GaAs 

crystal is cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, a maximum polarization 

of 43j2% Was obtained. Using a crystal at room temperature, we were 

able to obtain a polarization consistantly at 27+2%.- The reason for 

this lower polarizaton is not well understood, but small persistant 

magnetic fields in the beam transport and main experimental regions are 

thought to contribute to the depolarization. More stringent magnetic 

shielding should improve the present beam polarization. 

Once the electrons are photoemitted (vertically upward which 

happens to be colinear with their spin quantization axis) they are drawn 

away from the surface by an aperture biased at 250V with respect to the 

crystal, and directed through an electrostatic spherical mirror analyser 

(SMA) which deflects the beam direction through 90° without changing the 

spin polarizationn direction. Then the electrons are directed through a 

series of electron optics, shown in Figure 15. which transports them to 

the main experimental chamber where they strike the sample crystal in an 

l-2mm diameter beam. The crystal and electron beam optics may be 

floated at a controlled voltage, which defines the beam energy. This 

voltage is computer controlled using a data I/O port and an external 

digital-to-analog convertor. 

There are considerable beam losses in this electron transport 

because of losses as the beam is apertured into a useable LEED beam — 

whereas a photocurrent of it lOpA is emitted from the GaAs photocathode. 
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Figure 15. Polarized electron source electron transport optics. [from 
Pierce et.al. ref.6] 

usually no more than -'1-3% of that is obtainable as a useful LEED beam 

incident on the sample crystal. 

III.B.2 Data Acquisition Using The SPES 

The data acquisition path used with the polarized electron source 

is shown schematically in Figure 16. Electrons from the GaAs 

photocathode are excited using a GaAlAs diode laser with the 
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Keithley 

figure 16. Polarized electron source Data Acquisition Path, discussed 
in detail in the tent. 

photoelectron beam current controllable over a range by varying the 

laser power. Beam currents of £ 10|iA are achieved easily with laser 

diode power supply currents of 90—100mA. The laser diode emits near 

infrared radiation at ~790nm which is focused so that near parallel 

light passes through the pockel's cell and then is focused by lenses and 

passes through a 2.75 inch optical port in the vacuum chamber so that 

the beam is focused to a spot on the GaAs surface. 
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The helicity of the laser light is modulated from right to left 

circular polarization using the internal reference signal from a PAR 

lock-in amplifier. The signal is amplified using a PA amplifier and 

step up transformer to ,give a -2200V sinusoidal voltage across the 

pockel's cell. The circular polarization of the light may be checked by 

retracting the GaAs crystal and viewing the sinusoidal voltage created 

in a photovoltaic silicon detector positioned below the chamber. 

The photoemitted electrons are transported by the electron optics 

(which may be adjusted manually to give the maximum transmitted beam 

current) to scatter off the sample crystal. The sample is externally 

grounded through a Eeithley electrometer which is used to measure the 

absorbed incident beam current on the crystal. The crystal is 

positioned to give the desired diffracted beam geometry and then the 

electron beam energy is set by computer control. The faraday cup is 

manually adjusted to collect the maximum diffracted beam current of the 

desired diffracted beam. The current collected by the faraday cup is 

converted into a voltage using a current-to-voltage converter in the 

faraday cup preamplifier. The faraday cup current has two components — 

a large DC current which is effectively the spin averaged diffracted 

intensity |(It + Hr ), and a usually much smaller AC current at the 

500Hz modulation frequency. This AC component is the difference between 

the spin-up diffracted current It and the spin-down diffracted current 

I superimposed on a considerable background of pickup and instrumental 

noise. These AC and DC components are separated in the preamp using low 
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and band pass filters; the DC component is amplified using a Keith ley- 

electrometer (which is also used to monitor the diffracted current), and 

the AC component is fed into the lock-in amplifier where phase sensitive 

detection referenced to the 500Hz modulation signal is used to obtain 

the difference current (It - II ). It is now a rather simple matter to 

obtain the scattering asymmetry A(O) for the given beam geometry and 

energy: 

1 It - Ii 
A (6)    

P0 It + I* 

(63) 

where P0 is the primary beam polarization. The lockin amplifier output 

(proportional to the difference current), low pass filter output 

(proportional to the total diffracted current), and current through the 

sample crystal ground (which is the absorbed incident beam current) are 

all sampled by the computer using a multiplexed Analog-to-Digital 

converter. Each signal is repetitively sampled and the mean and 

standard deviation for each data point are calculated. Then the 

computer steps the electron beam voltage to the next value and the 

operator manually adjusts the faraday cup position for maximum 

diffracted beam current and the cycle is repeated. (It should be noted 

that the specularly diffracted beam should not require faraday cup 

adjustment, for it should not move with energy, but because of small 

persistent magnetic fields in the experimental region, small adjustments 

are required. (A maximum of <1.0-1.5° deviation from 'nominal' is found 

near 25eV, which is at the low energy end of the energy range used.) 
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Nonspecular beams move over rather large angles with energy and are 

especially difficult to track with the faraday cup near intensity 

minima. It is assumed that much of the deviations from smooth 

experimental curves are due to this difficulty.) The algorithm used in 

data acquisition and graphic display of results was developed by Keith 

Jamison and the author, although the final version of the computer code 

is the work of William Prybil. This data acquisition program and 

accompanying subroutines are found in Appendix A. 
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IV DATA AND RESULTS 

The focus of our experimental work was a study of changes in the 

polarization versus energy curves of diffracted beams from CU3AU that 

are expected to be induced by transitions between the ordered and 

disordered states. The first step in this process is to characterize 

the ordered state by taking P-V (and accompanying I-V) spectra of 

diffracted beams at room temperature, which is well below the transition 

temperature. Initial studies were taken to measure the spectra for 

specular (00) scattering at several angles of incidence. Shown in 

Figure 17 are the room temperature P-V and I-V spectra for azimuthal 

angle 4=0° for polar angles 05°, 7°, 9°, 11°, 13°, and 15°. They show 

significant polarizations, especially at low energies. It may be noted 

that shape of the P-V profile near lOOeV can be used as the 'signature' 

of the angular setting because it seems that this part of the curve is 

especially sensitive to changes in angle. Also taken were P—V and I—V 

spectra for scattering from the (01) nonspecular beam nominally at 

normal incidence (shown in Figure 18). All these curves were taken 

point by point while adjusting the faraday cup angular position for 

maximum collected current. 

Early work on the (00) specular beam showed some wandering of the 

beam at low energies, due to small persistant magnetic fields in the 

experimental region. [The primary cause is thought to be magnetized 
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ELECTRON ENERGY («v) 

Figure 17. Room Temperature Specular Beam (00) Polarization- 
versus-Energy and Intensity-versus-Energy profiles. Angles cf 
incidence are i = 0°, « = 5®, 7®, 9®, 11®, 13°, and 15°. 

bearing elements in the crystal manipulator, and replacement of the 

bearings should reduce the problem.] The maximum deviation is at low 

energies, and we find a deviation of 51.0—1.5° at the low extreme of 

our measured energy range. The specular beam, which is the direct 

reflection beam from the crystal face, should have equal angles of 
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Figure 18. Room Temperature Nonspecular Beam (01) Polarization- 
versus-Energy (dashed curve), and Intensity-versus-Energy profiles. 
Normal incidence ±1° is assumed. 

incidence and reflection, and thus when the beam energy is changed the 

reflection angle should not change. (This is not true of nonspecular 

beams which move over wide angular ranges.) But since it moves with 

energy, we must track the beam position manually with energy. 

Two methods are possible for this tracking procedure: (1) by 

adjusting the crystal manipulator, or (2) by moving the faraday cup, 

while stepping the energy. Figure 19 shows a comparison of the two 

techniques. The nominal angle of the data is 0 = 13°, / = 0 for 

specular reflection. At the low energy end of the spectrum, a deviation 
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Figure 19. Comparison between Angular Adjustment by moving the 
scattering crystal (solid curves), and moving the Faraday cup 
(dashed curves). Above are shown P/V curves for © = 13°, i = 0° . 
and below are I/V spectra for the same conditions. 

from nominal scattering angle of about 1.5° is found, and the low energy 
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limit shows the greatest difference between contours. It is found that 

the crystal manipulator also has a small backlash in the O angular 

adjustment of approximately 0.5° so that when a given angle is set by 

approaching from one side or the other, the same scattering conditions 

are found at micrometer settings different by this amount. It should be 

noted that this backlash is the primary determining factor in the 

reproducability of our diffraction profiles, for any data set can be 

reproduced by moving this angular adjustment around the nominal position 

within this 0.5° range, to adjust out the backlash. Because of the beam 

wander and backlash problem, angular accuracy is only claimed to within 

~1.5°, but reproducabil ity of results is assumed to be accurate to 

~ 0.5°. 

The next step in evaluating our experimental procedure is to 

evaluate the cleaning and ordering procedure used on our crystal. Our 

cleaning procedure, which has shown a well developed LEED pattern, and 

thus, it is assumed, a well-ordered crystal, is to sputter the crystal 

at room temperature with Ar+ ions at 750 eV for 15-20 minutes, followed 

by a 15-20 minute annealing of the crystal at 500°C, followed by cooling 

to start the experiment. An Auger spectrum before cleaning shows Carbon 

as the primary contaminant, but after cleaning the Carbon Auger peak is 

below the detectability limit of our instrument. Visual inspection 

shows a well-ordered LEED diffraction pattern from the crystal 

immediately on completion of the cleaning and annealing cycle. However, 
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it has been noted that other that other techniques may be more 

advantageous for cleaning this type crystal. 

A number of investigators have studied Cu3Au with different probes, 

and each obtains clean, well-ordered surfaces by different techniques. 

Some investigators have noted that bulk studies show that the crystal to 

140 
order slowly, and that this may also take place at the surface, and 

thus their cleaning and ordering procedure consisted of ion sputtering 

followed by long anneals just below the transition temperature. 

Thus we undertook a comparison of the two techniques, cleaning the 

crystal using both short, high temperature annealing, and longer 

sub-transition temperature and then comparing typical profiles from the 

same nominal scattering conditions to see differences. The more well 

ordered version should have sharper more defined features, and have 

valleys in the I-V curves that fall closer to zero intensity. Figure 20 

shows the comparison between these techniques: 

(a) The solid curves are the I-V and P-V curves for sputtered followed 

by 500°C anneal for 20 minutes. 

(b) The dashed curves are for sputtering followed by a 20 hour anneal at 

** 370°C. 

(c) The dotted curves are for sputtering followed by a 38 hour anneal at 

~370°C. 

The results show actually quite good agreement between the curves. Each 

curve was taken separately and the diffraction geometry was set up anew 
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Figure 20, Comparison of Crystal Annealing Techniques. The curves are 
all for nominal scattering angles of 9 » 13°, i = 0°, and are taken 
at room temperature, (a) the solid curves are for a 20 minute 500°C 
anneal, (b) the dashed curves are for a 20 hour 370°C anneal, and 
(c) the dotted curves are for a 38 hour 370°C anneal. The curves 
correspond reasonably closely, and the differences may be accounted 
for by small angular differences in angular setup. 
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each time. Thus the differences in the curves can easily be ascribed to 

small differences in scattering angle. Based on these results, we would 

conclude that either technique is equally valid, and that ordering is 

fast enough that a well-ordered state is obtainable within the 20-30 

minutes necessary to set up an experiment. 

The final step in calibrating our data is to compare with the 

results of our earlier, established technique using the Mott 

polarimeter. This will have the dual effect of calibrating the data 

using the SPES, and acting as a check of the symmetry relation noted 

141 
above. The calibration is necessary for two reasons: 

(1) There are a number of multiplicative scale factors representing the 

ratios between DC and AC gains in the electronic data acquisition paths 

which are calculated for the particular set-up used. This calibration 

may be used as a check of those scale factors. 

(2) Because of the electronic time delays involved in the SPES data 

loop, the phase angle between the difference-current signal and the 

lock-in reference signal is not known precisely. Optimizing for maximum 

signal can just as easily give a signal 180° out of phase (which gives 

polarization reversed plus for minus) as in phase. Thus this comparison 

can be used to set the polarization sign, because the sign of the 

polarizations in Mott scattering are defined by the left-right 

scattering assymmetry between the Mott detectors which is easily 

determined. (It turns out that this comparison between these two 

techniques showed our SPES polarizations all to initially be out of 
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phase and thus the wrong sign!) 

MOTT vs. SPES Polarization Comparison 
(.) (•) 

Figure 21. Comparison of complimentary profiles taken using the 'Mott' 
and 'SPES' techniques, using the diffracted specular beam at 0 = 13° 
nominal incidence. The figure is discussed in detail in the text. 
The Mott data (*) is at a nominal polar angle of incidence of 13.0°, 
and the SPES data (*) is at an angle of 12.5°. 

The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 21. The nominal 

scattering geometry is for 0 = 13°, i = 0 for specular reflection. It 

should be noted that the scattering geometry is set up using two 

completely separate sets of angular adjustments and thus the possibility 

of angular difference is real. The Mott data, which took 27 hours of 
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data acquisition, required small angular adjustment at the low energy 

end. (The crystal cleanliness was monitered at the beginning and end of 

the data run by Auger analysis and showed only small amounts of Carbon 

contamination. The SPES data is from a set of curves taken at 0.5° 

steps in polar angle 6. The curve that matches the Mott data most 

closely is found to be at a nominal angle of 6 - 12.5° (only off .5° 

from a precise match!) and is shown in the figure. 

Figure 22. Intensity-versus-Energy Seating Curves for the *0-) 
Diffracted Beam. 

And now for the central issue of our study. Figures 22 and 23 show 

the intensity versus energy, and spin-polarization versus energy 
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Polarization vs. Heating (01)Beam 
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Figure 23. Polarization-versus-Energy Heating Curves for the (01) 

Diffracted beam at five different temperatures. The arrow show;the 
energy 01 the data in figure 24. 

profiles for the (01) beam at normal incidence, as a function of 

temperature. Several features are observable: In the intensity as well 

as the polarization data, we see a general decrease in the amplitudes of 

all features with increasing temperature as well as a small shift down 

in energy of the features. (The first effect is seen most noteably in 

that each successively smaller, more diminished curve is at a 

successively higher temperature, and the second most is most noticable 

in the intensity minimum near 55 eV and the polarization maximum around 

45-50 eV.) 
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The first effect is a result of the Debye-Waller factor which 

removes electrons from coherent elastic scattering and redistributes it 

in thermal diffuse background which is also included in the detected 

current. The intensity attenuation is straight-forward — the purely 

elastic diffraction intensity is washed out exponentially with 

increasing temperature, and is discussed in Section II.C.3 above. The 

attenuation in polarizations is somewhat more complex. The preliminary 

indication of theory discussed above indicates that the spin dependence 

of perfectly elastic scattering may go up, down, or remain unchanged 

with temperature — it is all a function of the particular diffraction 

conditions involved. The problem is that while the elastic scattering 

is diminishing, the detected diffuse background, which is spin averaged 

142 to zero, becomes comparatively much larger with increasing 

temperature. Thus the net polarization of quasielastic scattering, 

which includes the elastic and inelastic multi-phonon contributions, is 

found to have an essentially exponential decay with temperature as well. 

The second effect, the energy shifts of the diffraction features, 

is due to the thermal expansion of the crystal lattice. As noted 

143 
above , an energy shift on the order of 1-2 eV with temperature 

changes from room temperature to 440°C is explainable by thermal 

expansion; the apparent 3eV shift, although slightly high, is still 

within the bounds of the order-of-magnitude calculation performed above. 
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Finally, we seek a specific 0/D transition-dependent effect on the 

scattering profiles. It seems at first that the variations in the P/V 

spectra in the 50-60eV range constitute a variation in the 

polarization-versus-energy spectra as the temperature rises through the 

transition. But while there does seem to be some some change here in 

the beam contours, it should be noted that the data is from a region of 

especially low intensity for a nonspecular beam that must be tracked 

over large angular variations as the energy is changed. Consequently, 

the confidence in the data is not high enough to draw substantial 

conclusions linking P-V contour changes and the order/disorder 

transition based on this data. 

A final view of the transition may be obtained by taking a 

different type of cut through the spectrum. Figure 24 shows the 

polarization versus temperature profile of the (01) diffracted beam at a 

specific energy ( ~47eV) which lies near a polarization maximum feature 

but still has a reasonably large intensity. The decay in the coherence 

due strictly to the Debye-Waller factor may be compensated for by 

plotting the response on a logarithmic scale. Here the Debye-Waller 

decay should give a straight line and any deviation from linearity 

should be due to some other effect - here supposedly the transition - 

and we do seem to see a bend in the profile at or near the nominal bulk 

transition temperature, but the spread in the data would indicate that 

more precise measurements are called for before a numerical treatment 

may be undertaken. While the bend in this curve seems rather distinct, 

it is somewhat atypical, for similar curves from other beams and from 
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Heating Curve (01)Beam - Energy*47. 4ev 

Figure 24. Polarization-versus-Temperature Curve for the (01) Beam at 4" 

I-V spectra do not show as sharp an elbow. Any conclusions that may be 

144 
drawn are thus left for a more precise study. 

One extraneous effect seems to play a part - the thermal expansion 

- but that should not shift the results by much. The effect of thermal 

expansion is to shift the feature 'across the field of view' of the 

energy being studied. For very sharply peaked features, this may give 

an apparent rise in the polarization feature even if the general trend 

is decay, simply because the thermal expansion of crystal moves the 
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maximum of the feature into the energy window being seen. A similar 

effect can be drawn from the temperature-dependent data discussed by 

Riddle et.al.^5 an(j pe<ier#146 jjie 0f the features in energy is 

reflected in Figure 24 is a slight bowing of the polarization versus 

temperature curve, but since the thermal expansion, and thus also the 

energy shifts are essentially linear with temperature, it cannot be the 

total cause of the bend in the curve near 370-400°C. 

It may be concluded that no dramatic effects unique to FLEEO 

profiles are found that are attributable to the order-disorder 

transition. However our results are consistant with those found by 

other investigators, and lead us to make the following observations. 

All three of the Figures, 22-24 show one consistant trend, and that is 

that there is decay in all our profiles with increasing temperature 

(which are all consistant with standard thermal effects according to the 

Debye—Waller factor) but that some coherent scattering is still found 

above the transition temperature, for both the polarization and 

intensity features persist well above the transition temperature. It 

has been noted that the disappearance of 1/2-order spots, which reflect 

the disappearance of long range coherence of a superlattice, are 

observed within several degrees of the bulk transition temperature. 

Thus it must be assumed that the PLEED profiles studied include a 

contribution from short range order which must be accounted for. At 

this point, the analytical tools are inadequate to enable us to draw any 

distinctive conclusions beyond those noted here. The primary problem is 
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that to concisely model the scattering is a very complicated and 

cumbersome task* It is difficult to separate out the extraneous thermal 

effects from the effects due to the phenomenon under study, and the 

phenomenon is difficult to incorporate in our LEED models. Thus it 

would seem to require refinements of the techniques available to us 

before further studies are undertaken. 
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Data Acquisition Driving Programs — SPES 

Herein are found listings of the control programs used in data 

acquisition when using the spin—polarized electron source. The program 

and all support subprograms are designed to be run on a Standard 

Engineering Corp. CAMAC-based LSI-11/02 minicomputer and supports 

control of the following modules or their equivalents: 

1. Bi/Ra Model 
convertor with 

5302 — 
internal 

64-channel 
memory 

12-bit Analog-to-Digital 

2. Bi/Ra Model 
convertor 

5408 — o-channel 12-bit Digital-to-Analog 

3. Bi/Ra Model 
ports 

2601 — 24-bit Input and 24-bit Output I/O 

4. Bi/Ra Model 2101 — Dual Scalar-Timer 

The original version of the master program was written by Eeith Jamison 

and updated by the author. However, much of the present version of the 

code is the work of Bill Prybil, who worked on the project as an 

undergraduate assistant, and modified significant sections of the 

program to enhance and streamline its capabilities. The present code 

represents the most advanced version actually used in data acqusition; 

it is the first version that includes the standard deviation routine, 

and was only implimented near the end of our data runs. Thus in only 

part of our data are we able to include meaningful error bars to our 

data points. The master driving program and several of the data 

acquisition subroutines were developed under the course of our work by 

Eeith, Bill, and I, but for the graphic display subroutines we must 
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thank other workers in the lab and at Standard Engineering Corp. for 

the use and modification of their programs for our use. There is a more 

completely documented and slighly improved version of this driving 

program under the title of PLEED.FOR included at the end of this 

appendix which has not been tested in use. but which is listed here for 

completeness sake. 

Hie subroutines used by this program are divided into two classes: 

(1) those written specifically for this application, and which are for 

the most part interactive data acquisition routines, and (2) general 

graphics routines written to be used as system utilities. The former of 

these two classes are found listed here in alphabetical order, while 

listings the second class are omitted to conserve space but ar available 

by contacting the author. 

Data Acquisition Routines: 

1. ADC 1 CHAN — macro program that drives the analog-to^- 
digital covertor; includes ADCON, ADC2, and ADCOFF. 

2. ADTOGN — fortran subroutine to set the automatic gains 
used in the ADC. 

3. DSFLAY — fortran subroutine to continuously take data and 
update it on the CRT. 

4. SETZRO — fortran subroutine to set the zero ofssets on the 
three input channels used. 

5. TIMSUB — fortran subroutine to set a time delay for the 
computer to wait, uses the scalar/timer. 

6. WKTDAC — macro subroutine for setting the crystal voltage. 
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Graphie Utility Routines: 

1. AXIS — fortran subroutine package for drawing the axes for 
a graph on an XT-recorder; includes XAXIS, TAXIS, and BOX 
routines. 

2. CRT2 — fortran subroutine for drawing axes on CRT. 

3. GRAFIX — macro subroutine package for ploting on the CRT; 
includes PAGE, IPLOT, and FORMAT routines. 

4. PLOTTD — fortran driving routine for the XT recorder for 
TDP. 

5. XTPLT — macro subroutine package for plotting on the 
XT-recorder; includes GRAPHS, GRAPH, LINE, STMBOL, LETTER, and 
NUMBER routines. 

PROGRAM TDP 

THÎs~ÏI"THi_MÂÏN"DÂTÂ"TÂKÏNG PRÔGiÂM"FÔR"THi~iPLllDT ”n"ilTS THI 
VOLTAGE OF THE PRIMARY BEAM» HEASURES THE CURRENT STRIKING THE CRYSTAL* 
MEASURES THE TOTAL CURRENT IN THE FARADAY CUP* AND ALSO READS THE LOCK-IN 
TO DETERMINE THE POLARIZATION SIGNAL. THE PROGRAM THEN DISPLAYS THE DATA 
ON THE CRT IN A NORMALIZED I-V AND P-V CURVE. 

LINK TAKDAT* PLOTTD * ADC2 * WRTDAC* CRT2 » 
GRAFIX * XYPLT * AXIS * DAC * TIMSUB * TIMERH * AUTOGN 

THIS PROGRAM WRITTEN BY KEITH JAMISON 
SEPT 26* 19S3 * MOD OCT 22* 1983 

MODIFIED BY DAVID M. LIND JAN 1984 

MODIFIED BY WILLIAM L. PRIBYL MAR 1984 

COMMCN/BLQCK1/ICHANL *IGAIN * ITRU/BL0CK2/ZER0* ZROVAR * IADC * RADC 
REAU8 LABEL(3) 
REAL*4 DATSQR(3)* BC(11)*RAVG(3)* SCALE< 2 > » SIGMA < 3 > 
REAL*4 SIGSQR(3)*TIT(12)*X(256)*Y(256)*YDAT<256»7) 
REAU4 ZERO ( 3 ) » ZROVAR( 3 ) 
INTEGERS AUTMOD(3) * ICHANL(3) * IDAT ( 3) * IGAIN(3) 
INTEGER*2 ITRU(3 > » IXPTS(2)* IYPTS < 2)*MAXPT(2)* OFFSET(2) 
BYTE FILEXT(15)*ANS 
DATA BC/2HHE* 2HTD * 2HPL» 2HWT* 2HRD» 2HSG» 2HSV> 2HST» 2HAN,2HLP.2HSC/ 
DATA LABEL/8HL0CKIN V*8HDIFF CUR*8HINC CURR/ 
DATA ICHANL * IGAIN * ITRU,AUTMOD/2 * 3 * 4 * 1 » 1 » 1 * 1 » 1 * 1 » 0 » 0 * 0/ 
DATA OFFSET/450*50/ 
SCALE(l) = 300./2048. 
SCALE(2) = 4.*300./2048. 

CALL ADCON 
CALL WRTDAC(O) !ADCON GENERATES DATAWAY C 

THIS IS THE LOOKUP TABLE FOR THE PROGRAM 

CALL PAGE(1) 
TYPE %1 'HE 
TYPE tt 'TD 
TYPE tf 'PL 
TYPE tf 'AN 
TYPE ‘fc ? 'LP 
TYPE tf 'UT 
TYPE *> 'RD 

HELP' 
TAKE PV AND IV DATA' 
PLOT DATA ON CRT AND OPTIONALLY XY PLOTTER' 
ANALYZE THE DATA BY PLOTTING NORM IV AND PV' 
PRINT ALL DATA OUT ON THE LINE PRINTER' 
WRITE DATA ON DISK' 
READ DATA FROM DISK' 
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TYPE *» 'SC 
TYPE *> 'SS 
TYPE *» 'SV 
TYPE *» 'ST 
TYPE 110 

110 FORMAT! ' PES > 
ACCEPT 120» UC 

120 FORMAT (A2) 
DO 130 N=1>11 
ÏF(UC.NE.BC(N)) 

SET ADC INPUT CHANNEL NUMBERS' 
SET GAIN OF ABC ' 
SET ELECTRON BEAM VOLTAGE' 
STOP' 

} % ) 

ÎEMINBN IS THE MINIMUM DAC NUMBER 
!EMAXDN IS THE MAX DAC NUMBER 

GO TO 130 
GO TO <1»2»3»4»5*6»7»8»9»10»11) N 

130 CONTINUE 
PAUSE 'ILLEGAL OPTION' 
GO TO 1 

C THIS SECTION TAKES THE PV AND IV DATA 
C FIRST THE ENERGY RANGE AND OTHER INFORMATION IS TAKEN 

2 TYPE *» 'ENTER IN THE ENERGY MIN»MAX FOR THIS RUN' 
ACCEPT *» EMIN»EMAX 
IMIN = INTŒMIN) 
IMAX = INT(EMAX) 
TYPE *» ' ENTER IN 48 LETTER HEADER 
READ (7»210)(TIT(I)»I=i»12) 

210 FORMAT(12A4) 

C CONVERT EMIN AND EMAX TO DAC NUMBERS 

EMINDN=(EMIN/243.)*4096.. 
EMAXDN*(EMAX/243.)*4096. - 
MIN=INT(EMINDN) 
MAX*INT(EMAXDN) 
CALL WRTDAC(MIN) 

C START DATA TAKING PROCEDURES 

TYPE *» 'ENTER IN THE ELECTRON BEAM POLARIZATION' 
ACCEPT *» POL 
TYPE *» 'ENTER LOCKIN DIAL SETTING (MV)»KEITHLY GAINdlF PREAMP)' 
ACCEPT*» FSPAR»FSK 
TYPE *» 'ENTER IN THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AT EACH POINT' 
ACCEPT *» IADC 
RADC = FLOAT(IADC) 
TYPE *» 'ENTER DELAY TIME BETWEEN POINTS» MSEC' 
ACCEPT *> DELAY 

CALCULATE A NORMAL FACTOR FOR THE KEITHLY»LOCKIN DIFFERENCE 
THIS IS DONE IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER 

C 1*10-5 IF GAIN BETWEEN INPUT IN MV AND OUTPUT(0-10VFS) 
C ALSO FSK IS MULTIPLIER FACTOR BETWEEN INPUT AND OUTPUT 
C THEREFORE NORMFACT(RNF)=.00001*GAINPAR(MV)*FSK(MULT FACT OF KEITHLY)* 
C ADC GAIN RATIO 

RNF = 0.00001 * FSPAR * FSK 
RNF=RNF*4./(2.0**.5) 
WRITE (7»220) RNF 
FORMAT(/»'THE NORM FACTOR IS? 

! CONVERT FROM RMS TO PP 
WRITE (7»220) RNF 

220 FORMAT(/»'THE NORM FACTOR IS? '»X»E10.4) 

C THIS SECTION GETS THE 0 POINTS AND DRAWS COORDINATE AXES 

NZPT=< MIN+MAX)/2 
CALL WP.TDAC(NZPT) 
CALL SETZRO 
CALL CRT2(IMIN*IMAX»7»750»150»0*10»5»300»OFFSET(D) 
CALL CRT2(IMIN»IMAX»7»750»150»0»4»4»300»OFFSET(2)) 
NUM=((MAX-MIN)/16)+1 ! APPROX 1.0 V STEPS 10/512*243 VOLTS 
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I = 0 
230 1=1+1 
240 NDAC=(16*I)+MIN-16 

CALL WRTBAC(NBAC) 
X(I) = ((EMINDN+16,*FL0AT(I-1))*243,)/4096, 
IXPTS(l) = INT<(X(I)-EMIN)*752./(EMAX-EHIN>)+152 
IXF'TB(2) = IXPTS(l) 

CALL TIMSUB(DELAY) IUAIT BETWEEN POINTS 
CALL DSPLAY(IXPTS<1>,SCALE»0FFSET»I2) !SHOU LOCKIN & KEITHLEY 
IF <I2.EQ.O) SO TO 270 

DO 260 N = (I—12)»(1-1) 
IXPTS(l) = INT((X(N)-ENIN)*752,/(EHAX-EHIN))+152 
IXPTS(2) = IXPTS(l) 
DO 250 K = 1»2 

I YF'TS < 1 >=I NT < ( YD AT < N » K ) -. 5* YD AT ( N » ( 5+K ) ) > 
1 *SCALE(K))+OFFSET(K) 

IYPTS(2)=INT<(YDAT(N»K)+,5*YDAT(N»(5+K))) 
1 *SCALE(K))+OFFSET(K) 

CALL IPLQT <IXPTS » IYPTS»-2»-2) 
250 CONTINUE 
260 CONTINUE 

I = I - 12 
GO TO 240 

270 DO 280 J = 1,3 
RAVG<J)=Q*0 
BATSORCJ) = < 

280 CONTINUE 

DO 2100 INDEX = 1,3 
IND = INDEX 
IF (AUTHODUND) ,EQ, 0) GO TO 2100 

ISTORE = ITRU(IND) 
CALL AUT06N<ICHANUIND)»IGAINtIND)»ITRU(IND)) 
IF (ISTORE ,EQ. ITRU(IND)) GO TO 2100 

CALL F’AGEC-l ) 
WRITE(7»290) IND,ISTORE»ITRU<IND) 

290 FORNAT( ' GAIN Ml»' CHANGING FROH'i 
1 15»' TO'*15) 

CALL SETZRO 
CALL TIHSUBtDELAY) 

2100 CONTINUE 

C TAKE IADC MEASUREMENTS OF LI»DC»IC ALTERNATELY 
C FOR THIS ADC 0 VOLTS CORRESPONDS TO 2048 BITS» -10V = 0 BITS) 10V = 4096 BITS 

DO 2600 K=1»IADC 
DO 2400 L=l»3 

2200 CALL ADC2(IGAIN(L)»ICHANL(L)»IDATA) 
IF(IDATA.EQ,2048) GO TO 2200 ! MESSED UP ADC 
RDATA=FLOAT(IDATA)-2048. 
RAVG(L)=RDATA+RAVG(L) 
DATSQR(L) = DATSOR(L) + RDATA**2 
DO 2300 N=1»50 ! DELAY 

2300 CONTINUE 
2400 CONTINUE 

DO 2500 N=l»50 ! DELAY 
2500 CONTINUE 
2600 CONTINUE 

DO 2700 K = 1 » 3 
RAVG(K) = RAVG(K) / RADC 
SIGSQR(K) = DATSQR(K)/RADC - RAVG(K)**2 
SIGSQR(K) = (SIGSQR<K)+ZROVAR(K)) / 
1 (FLOAT(ITRU(K)))**2 

SIGMA(K) = SIGSQR(K)**0»5 
2700 CONTINUE 
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C PLOT P-V 

YDAT*1,1) = RAO G( 1 )/FLOAT(ITRU( 1 )) - ZERO(l) 
YDAT*I,2) = RAVG(2)/FLOAT(ITRU(2)) - ZER0<2) 
YDAT*I,2) = ABS(YDAT(I,2)) 
YDAT(I,3) = RAVG(3)/FLOAT(ITRU(3)) - ZER0<3) 
YDAT*1,4) 3 (YDAT(I»1)*RNF)/<YDAT(I,2)*2*P0L) 
YDAT(I » 5)=SIGSQR(1)/YDAT(I »1>**2+SIGSQR(2)/YDAT < 
YDAT(1,5) 3 (YDAT(I»5) * YDAT<I*4)**2)**0*5 
YDAT(If6) 3 SIGMA(l) 
YDAT*I,7) 3 SIGMA*2) 

AND I~V DATA POINT 

«LOCKIN 

! DIFFRACTED 
! INCIDENT 
!DIFF POL 

I,2)**2 
•POL STD DEV 
!LOCKIN SDEV 
! DIF CUR SDEV 

DO 2800 K 3 1»2 
IYPTS(l) = INT((YDAT(I»K) - ,5*SIGMA(K)) 
1 «SCALE(K)) + OFFSET(K) 

IYPTS(2) » INT((YDAT(I»K) + .5*SIGMA(K)> 
1 «SCALE*K)) + OFFSET(K) 

CALL IPLOT(IXPTS,IYPTS*2,-2) 
2800 CONTINUE 

IF U.NE.NUM) GO TO 230 
PAUSE 'RETURN TO CONTINUE' 
GO TO 1 

C THIS SECTION PLOTS THE DATA AFTER IT WAS TAKEN 

3 CALL PAGE(1) ' 

TYPE *, 'FOR LOCKIN DATA-.TYPE IN 1' 
TYPE «, 'FOR DIFFRACTED BEAM INTENSITY TYPE IN 2' 
TYPE «» 'FOR INCIDENT CURRENT CURVE TYPE IN 3' 
ACCEPT *,NDIR 
TYPE « »'DO YOU WANT THE NUMBERS NORMALIZED (Y/N)' 
READ<7,320)ANS 
DO 310 I=1»NUM 

Y(I)=YDAT(IfNDIR) 
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') Y*I)3*Y(I)/YBAT*I,3>>*100. 

310 CONTINUE 
TYPE «, 'DO YOU WANT THE Y VALUES AUTO SCALED? (Y/N)' 
READ(7,320) ANS 

320 FORMAT(A) 
YMIN=0.0 
YMAX=250« 
IF(NDIR»EQ*l)YMIN=-250» 
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') YMAX=0*0 
CALL PLOTTD(X» Y » NUM » YMIN » YMAX) 
PAUSE 
GO TO 1 

C=3= 

C THIS SECTION WRITES THE DATA ON THE DISK 

4 WRITE(7»410) 
410 FORMATS ENTER FILE NAME5 ',$> 

READ(7»420) NCHARS,< FILEXT(I)» 131,NCHARS) 
420 FORMAT*Q»15A1) 

FILEXT(NCHARS+1)=0 
OPEN (UNIT*2,NAME=FILEXT> TYPE='NEW'» FORM3'UNFORMATTED'» 
1 ACCESS3'SEQUENTIAL'r INITIALSIZE=20»ERR=1) 
WRITE(2HTIT*I) ,1=1,12) 
WRITE(2)NUM 

• URITE(2)FSK 
WRITE(2)FSPAR 
WRITE(2)RNF 
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URITE < 2) POL 
RRITE(2)1»1»1 
WRIÏE(2) ( (YDATd» J) » 1=1»NUM)»J=l»7) 
URITE(2)(X(I)»I=1,NUM) 
CLQSE(UNIT=2) 
GO TO 1 

& 

c THIS SECTION READS OLD DATA FILE FROM DISK 

5 URITE(7»41Q) 
READ(7»420) NCHARS»(FILEXT(I)» I»1 »NCHARS) 
—FILEXT(NCHARS+1)=0 
OPEN(UNIT=2 » NAME=FILEXT* TYPE»'OLD'» FORM='UNFORMATTED'» 
1 ACCESS»'SEQUENTIAL'»ERR=1) 
READ(2)(TIT(I)»I=1»12) 
READ(2)NUM 
READ(2)FSK 
READ(2)FSPAR 
READ(2)RNF 
READ(2) POL 
REAIU2) (ITRUd) » 1=1 »3) 
READ(2) ( (YDATd» J) »I=1»NUM)»J=l»7) 
REAIK2) (X( I) » 1=1 JNUM) 
CLOSE(UNIT=2) 
WRITE(7»51G) (TITd) »I=1»12) 

510 FORMAT(//»X»10A4»/) 
PAUSE 
GO TO 1 

C THIS SECTION SETS THE GAIN OF THE ADC 

6 

610 

C 
c 

640 
670 
660 

DO 670 I = 1»3 
WRITE(7»610) LAB£Ld)»ITRUd) 
FQRMAT(/»X»'OLD '»A8» ' GAIN IS'»I5» 

1 d ENTER NEW GAIN OR 0 FOR AUTOSCALEJ 
ACCEPT *> IGAINd) 

CHECK FOR ALLOWED GAINS (1-15»10-150 BY 10'S»100-1500 
BY 100'S)» RESET INTO CODED FORM» STORE TRUE GAINS 

IF ((IGAINd) .GT* 15) *AND. (IGAINd) .LE. 154)) 
1 IGAINd) = INT(0.5 + IGAIN(I)/10.) + 16 

IF (IGAINd) .GT. 154) 
1 IGAINd) = INT(Q,5 T IGAIN(I)/100.) T 32 

ITRUd) = IGAINd) 
IF (IGAIN(I) .GT. 15) ITRUd) = (IGAINd) - 16) * 10 
IF (IGAINd) .GT. 31) ITRUd) = (IGAINd) - 32) * 100 

AUTMOD(I) = 0 ! AUTOSCALING FLAG OFF 
IF (ITRUd) .NE. 0) GO TO 640 

AUTMOB(I) = 1 ! AUTOSCALING FLAG ON 
CALL AUTOGN< ICHANL( I ) » IGAINd ) » ITRU( I ) ) 

WRITE(7»660) ITRUd) 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(X»' NEW GAIN STORED AS '»I5) 
PAUSE 
GO TO 1 
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C THIS SECTION SETS THE VOLTAGE ON THE PES 

7 TYPE *» 'ENTER IN THE NEW PES VOLTAGE' 
ACCEPT *» PESVOT 
NPESV=INT((PESV0T/243» >#4096.) 
CALL URTDAC(NPESV) 
GO TO 1 

C THIS SECTION ANALYZES THE DATA 

9 DO 910 1=1»NUM 
Y<I)=(YDAT(I»2)/YDAT<I»3)X100* 

910 CONTINUE 
PAUSE 'IV NORM' 
CALL PAGE(l) 
YMIN=0.0 
YMAX=0.0 
CALL PLOTTD(X » Y * NUM » YMIN » YMAX) 
CALL PAGE(l) 

C THIS PART PLOTS THE NORMALIZED PV CURVE 

DO 920 1=1»NUM 
Y(I)=YDAT( I » 4 )+1 * 0 

920 CONTINUE 
PAUSE 'PV CURVE' 
TYPE t> 'ENTER IN THE MAX POL' 
ACCEPT % » RMXP 
YMAX=1.+RMXP 
YMIN=1*-RMXP 
CALL PLOTTD(X » Y » NUM » YMIN » YMAX) 
GO TO 1 

-C THIS SECTION PRINTS DATA TO LP 

10 URITE(6*1010)(TIT(I)»I=1»12) 
1010 F0RMAT</»12A4»/) 

WRITE(6»1020) NUM»POL 
1020 F0RMAT<X»I3*X.'POINTS WERE TAKEN AT AN INCIDENT POL OFÎ '»F5,3*/> 

WRITER 1030) FSK.FSPAR 
1030 FORMAT(X*' FSK MULTIPLIER! '*X»F9.2»X»' AND THE FSPAR VALUE'» 

1 X»'WAS! '»X»F7«3»X»'MV'»/) 
URITE(6»1050)RNF 

1050 FORMAT(/»X»'THE NORMALIZATION FACTOR FOR PAR IS! '»F,/> 
WRITE<6»1060) 

1060 FORMAT(//»3X»'ENERGY'»4X»'LOCKIN STD DEV'»4X»'DIF CUR'»2X» 
1 'STD DEV'»4X»'INC CUR'»8X»'POL'»3X»'% STD DEV'»//) 
DO 1070 1=1»NUM 

F‘POL=YDAT(I»4)*100. 
PSTDEV = YDAT(I » 5) * 100, 
WRITE(6»1080)X(I)»YDAT(I»1)»YDAT(I»6)»YDAT(I»2)» 
1 YDAT(I » 7)» YDAT(I » 3)» PPOL » PSTDEV 

1070 CONTINUE 
1080 F0RMAT(X,F7.2»4X»F6.0»3X»F6.2»5X»F6.0»3X»F6.3»5X»F6.0» 
1 5X»F8.3»3X»F6*2) 
CL0SE(UNIT=6) 
GO TO 1 
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C THIS SECTION SETS ADC CHANNELS 

11 DO 1120 I = 1»3 
URITE(7»1110) LABEL(I)»ICHANLCI) 

1110 FORMAT*/»' OLD '»A8» ' IN CHANNEL'» 13» 
1 ' ENTER NEW CHANNELi '»*) 

ACCEPT *» ICHANL(I) 
1120 CONTINUE 

GO TO 1 

C THIS IS THE END 

8 CALL ADCOFF 
STOP 
END 

.TITLE ADC3 1 CHAN 

THÏi~IÜiRÔÜTiNi~RiÂDs"ÔNi~CHÂNNiL"ÔF"THi~ÂDc”ÔNi~nMi 

FORTRAN CALLABLE FORMAT! 
CALL ADC2(IGAIN»ICHAN»IDATA> 

IGAIN = CODED GAIN. BITS 0-3 CORRESPOND TO 1-15» 
BIT 5 IS xlO MULTIPLER» BIT 6 xlOO» 
BITS 5 AND 6 xlOOO 

ICHAN = CHANNEL NUMBER (POSSIBLE VALUES ! 1 THRU &A) 

N=2 
BASE=170000 
N0A2=BASE + 4 
CSR=BASE+1400 
HDR=BASE+1402 
NA0=N*40iBASE 
NAl=NA0+2 
NA2=NA0+4 
NA3=NA0+6 

»ADC POSITION 2 (AND 3) 
ISTRAPPED BASE ADDRESS 
»DATAWAY CLEAR LINE REGISTER 
»CSR ADDRESS 
»HDR ADDRESS 
! SUBADDRESS A=0 
5SUBADDRESS A=1 
*»SUBADDRESS A=2 
JSUBADDRESS A=3 

ADCONÎ! 
5 SET UP MODULE! ENABLE MODULE AND DISABLE ALL SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
» AND CONDITIONS 

MOV #0»N0A2 ÎBATAUAY C - CLEAR CRATE» START CONVERSION 
BIC #17»CSR »SET UP CSR - CLEAR INHIBIT»F4»F2»F1=0 
BIS *4000*CSR »SET NO-READ BIT 
MOVB *26.»NA1 ÎF26A1 - ENABLE MODULE 
MOVE *9.»NA3 »F9A3 - CLEAR SCAN FLIP-FLOPS IF SET 
MOVB *24.»NA3 ÎF24A3 - DISABLE AUTO 
MOVB *24.»NA2 ÎF24A2 - DISABLE MEMORY MODE 
MOVB *10.»NA2 »F10A2 - CLEAR MEMORY FLAG AND MEM. ADD. REG. 
MOVB *27♦»NAO ÎF27A0 - TEST LAM(O) (EOC)» SET Q IF DONE 
BIT *200»CSR ÎTEST Q 
BEQ UAT >UAIT UNTIL CONVERSION COMPLETE 
MOVB 
RETURN 

*10» »NAO ÎF10A0 - CLEAR LAM 0 (EOC) FLIP-FLOP 
.RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM 
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RECEIVE GAIN AND CHANNEL FROM HOST PROGRAM AND SET UP 
TO START CONVERSION 

ADC2ÎÎ TST (R5H îSKIP ARG COUNTER 
MOV @(R5H,R0 »PUT GAIN IN RO 
ASH *6,R0 îSHIFT GAIN TO BITS 7-12 

A 
ADD @(R5H»R0 ÎADD CHANNEL NUMBER FROM HOST PROGRAM TO RO 

i START CONVERSION 
A 
7 

CLR HDR jSET ADC SO IT WILL RECIEVE GAIN U23=0 
BIC *4207,CSR ÎCLEAR F CODE, NO READ, Q 
MOV ROfNAO 5F16AO WRITE GAIN,CHAN NO. AND START CONVERSION 

A 
BIS *4000,CSR »SET NO-READ BIT 

{ WAIT FOR CONVERSION TO BE COMPLETED 

WAIT: MOVB *27»,NA0 JF27A0 TEST LAM(O) (EOC),SET Q IF DONE 
BIT *200,CSR »TEST Q 

A 
BEQ WAIT >IF Q STILL 0 THEN WAIT 

[ NEXT GET DATA FROM THE ADC 
f 

BIC *4007,CSR ÎCLEAR F CODE, NO-READ BIT 
MOV NA0,R0 ÎFOAO - READ LOW 16 BITS OF 24 BIT WORD 
MOV HDR»R1 5READ HIGH EIGHT BITS 
ASH *4»R1 5 SHIFT HDR UP 4 BITS 
ASH *-12»,R0 »SHIFT LOW DATA TO BITS 1-4 OF RO 
BIC *177760,RO ÎCLEAR UNWANTED BITS 
ADD R0,R1 ÎADD RO + R1 TO GET 12 BIT ADC NUMBER 
BIT *4000,R1 
BEQ FLIP 
BIC *4000,R1 
JMP FIN 

FLIP: BIS *4000,R1 . 

FIN: MOV R1,@(R5) ^TRANSFER DATA TO HOST PROGRAM IDATA WORD 
BIS *4000,CSR ÎSET NO READ BIT 
MOVE *10.,NA0 ÎF10A0» CLEAR LAM (0) (EOC) 
BIC *4200»CSR iCLEAR Q»NO READ BIT 
RETURN 5RUN AWAY 

ADCOFF ♦ 4 4 4 

BIS *4000,CSR *,SET NO READ BIT 
MOVB *24»,NA1 ÎF24A1 TURN OF ADC MODULE 
BIC *4000,CSR ÎCLEAR NO READ BIT 
RETURN ÎGO HOME 
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SUBROUTINE AUTOGNdCHAN»IGAIN»ITRU) 

C THIS SUBROUTINE RETURNS AN APPROPRIATE GAIN FOR A GIVEN INPUT CHANNEL 
C ON THE BIRA ADC. ADCON MUST BE CALLED BEFORE CALLING AUTOGN. 
C VERSION 2 Î POSSIBLE GAINS 1» 10» 100» 1000 

5 

10 

50 

100 

1000 

IGAIN = 1 
SUH * 0.0 
DO 10 I = 1»500 

CALL ADC2(1»ICHAN»IDATA) 
IFdDATA .EQ. 2048) 60 TO 5 
SUM = SUM + FLOATdDATA) 

CONTINUE 
AV6 = ABS((SUM/500.) - 2048.) 
IF (AVG .LE, 199.) IGAIN = 10 
IF (AVG .LE. 16.) IGAIN * 26 
IF (IGAIN .NE. 26) GO TO 1000 
SUM = 0,0 
DO 100 I = 1,500 

CALL ADC2(26 »ICHAN »IDATA) 
IF (IDATA .EQ. 2043) GO TO 50 
SUM = SUM + FLOAT(IDATA) 

CONTINUE 
AVG = ABS((SUM/500.) - 2048.) 
IF (AVG .LE. 199.) IGAIN = 42 

ITRU = IGAIN 
IF (IGAIN .EQ. 26) ITRU = 100 
IF (IGAIN .EQ, 42) ITRU = 1000 
RETURN 

END 

!TRUE GAIN * 10 
!TRUE GAIN = 100 

'TRUE GAIN = 1000 

SUBROUTINE DSPLAY(IXPLT,PLTSCL,OFFSET »IREDO) 

DISPLAY CONTINUOUSLY UPDATED LOCKIN VOLTAGE S INCIDENT CURRENT 
KEEP MAXIMA AND MINIMA ON SCREEN 

IXPLT *. ABSCISSA COORDINATE 
PLTSCL *, PROPORTIONALITY BETWEEN DATA AND SCREEN 
OFFSET J OFFSET BETWEEN DATA AND SCREEN 

C0MM0N/BL0CK1/ICHANL»IGAIN,ITRU/BLOCK2/2ERO»ZROSDV»IADC»RADC 
REALK4 ZERO(3),ZROSDV(3)» PLTSCL(2)» TRUSCL(2) 

INTEGER*2 ICHANL(3),IGAIN(3),ITRU(3)» IY(2),IYPLT(2)»ISTO(2) 
INTEGER*2 ISTPLT(2),MAX(2)» MAXPLT(2),MIN(2),MINPLT(2) 
INTEGERS OFFSET(2) iTROFST(2) 

DATA IDAMP,DAMP/75,75./ 
DATA IMQDE/O/ 

RATIO =• 256./82. 
IREDO = 0 

CALL TTOFF 
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1 

200 

222 

575 

551 

552 

1000 

1100 

553 

77 

78 

79 

124 

TRUSCLU) = F'LTSCÜ(I)/RATIO 
TROFST(I) = OFFSET!D/RATIO 
CALL ADC2!1 »ICHANL!I)»IDAT) 
IF (IDAT.EQ,2048) GO TO 12 
HAT = FLOAT!IDAT) - 2048* 
IY!I> = TRÜFSTÜ) + INT! !DAT-ZERO!I>) * TRUSCLII) ) 
IYF’LT(I) = INT! RATIO * FLOAT!IY!I)) ) 
MIN!I) = IY! I) 
MAX !I) = IY <I> 
MINPLTd) = IYPLT(I) 
MAXPLT! I) = IYPLTÜ) 

CONTINUE 

DO 223 K = 1,2 
L = 2 - K/2 !L IS ALWAYS THE OTHER INDEX 
DATSUM = 0. 
DO 575 JAV = 1»IDAMP 

CALL ADC2!ifICHANLUOfIDAT) 
IF !IDAT .EG. 2048) GO TO 222 
IDAT = IDAT - 2048 
DATSUM = FLOAT!IDAT) + DATSUM 

CONTINUE 
DAT = DATSUM / DAMP 

1 

ICHAR = ITTINRO 

IF !ICHAR.NE.83) GOTO 552 
IF ilMODE.EQ.O) GOTO 551 

CALL ITTOUR!*32) 
IMODE = 0 
GOTO 552 

CALL PAGE(-l) 
IMODE = 1 

IF (ICHAR.NE.82) GO TO 553 !*R* TO RETAKE POINTS 
CALL TTON 
CALL PAGE(-l) 
TYPE 1000 
FORMAT!*»' Input number of points to retake <<cr>=0> t') 
READ(5*1100) IREDO 
FORMAT !15) 
CALL ITTOUR!*32) 
IF !IREDO .NE. 0) GO TO 226 
CALL TTOFF 

I’D* TO RESET DAMPING FACTOR IFdCHAR.NE.68) GO TO 554 
CALL TTON 
CALL PAGE(-l) 
WRITE!5»77) IDAMP 
FORMAT!*»' Current damping factor is'»15» 

'» Input new Terr or 0 = no change! » ') 
READ!5»78» ERR=79) ID 
FORMAT!15) 
IF !ID.GT.O) IDAMP » ID 
DAMP = FLOAT!IDAMP) 
CALL ITTOUR!*32) 
CALL TTOFF 
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554 

555 

800 

576 

10 

20 

223 

226 

83 

99 

1 
*» 

1 
n 

1 
9 

1 
o 

IFUCHAR.NE.90) GO TO 555 
CALL TTON 
CALL SETZRÛ 
CALL TTOFF 

IF(ICHAR.EQ.IO) GO TO 226 

!*Z* TO RESET ZEROES 

! EXIT LOOP WITH LF OR RETURN 

IF (IMODE.EQ.O) GO TO 576 
IF (K.EQ.2) CALL ITT0URC32) 
WRITE(5»800 > INT(DAT)»(DAT*10./2048.) 
F0RKAT(X»I4»1X»F5.2) 
GO TO 223 

ISTO(K) = IY(K) 
ISTPLT(K) = lYPLT(K) 
IY(K) = TROFST(K) + INT< (DAT-ZERO(K)> # TRUSCL(K) ) 
IYPLT(K) = INT( RATIO * FLOATUYUO) ) 
IF ( IY(K) .LT. HAX(K) ) GO TO 10 

IF ( ISTO(K).NE.MAX(l) .AND. ISTO(K).NE.MIN(l) 
.AND. ISTQ(K).NE.MAX(2) .AND. ISTO(K).NE.HIN(2) ) 
CALL I PLOT ( IXPLT » ISTF'LT ( K ) » -1 » -3 ) 
IF ( MAXUO.NE.MIN(K) .AND. HAX(K).NE.MIN(L) 

.AND. HAX(K).NE.MAX(L) ) 
CALL IPLOT(IXPLT » MAXPLT <K)» -1 »-3 ) 

CALL IPLOT ( IXPLT » I YF'LT ( K ) r 1 » -3 ) 
HAX(K) = IY(K) 
HAXPLT(K) =-IYPLT(K) 

IF ( MIN(K) .LT. IY<K> ) GO TO 20 
IF ( IST0(K).NE.MAX(1) .AND. ISTO(K).NE.MIN(l) 
.AND. ISTO(K).NE»MAX(2) .AND. ISTO(K).NE.HIN(2) ) 
CALL IPL0T(IXPLT»ISTPLT<K)>-l»-3) 
IF ( MIN(K) .NE. MAX(K) .AND. HIN(K).NE.HIN(L) 

.AND. MIN(K).NE.MAX(L) ) 
CALL IF'LOT(IXPLT»MINPLT(K) »-l»-3) 

CALL IPLOT(IXPLT » IYPLT(K)»l>-3) 
MIN(K) » IY(K) 
MINPLT(K) = IYPLT(K> 

IF ( ISTO(K).NE.MAX(l) .AND. ISTO(K).NE.HIN(l) 
1 .AND. IST0<K).NE.MAX<2) .AND. ISTO(K).NE,HIN(2) ) 
2 CALL IPLOT(IXPLT »ISTPLT(K)»-l»-3) 

CALL IF'LOT(IXPLT»IYPLT(K)»l»-3) 
CONTINUE 

GO TO 200 

DO 38 « = 1»2 
CALL IPLOT(IXPLT » HINPLT(M)»-1 »-3) 
CALL IPLOT(IXPLT * MAXPLT(M)»-1 »-3) 
CALL IPLOT(IXPLT » ISTPLT(M)»-1 »-3) 
CALL IPLOT(IXPLT»IYPLT(M)»-l»-3) 

CONTINUE 
CALL TTON 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SETZRO 

C SETZRO - SET THE ZERO POINTS OF THREE ABC CHANNELS» 
C WRITE VALUES ON SCREEN» ERASE SCREEN 

C0MM0N/BL0CK1/ICHANL»IGAIN»ITRU/BLQCK2/ZER0»VAR»IADC»RADC 
DIMENSION IGAIN(3>»ITRU(3)»VAR<3)»ICHANL(3)»ZERQ(3) 
BYTE ANS 
CALL PAGE(-l) 'MAKE SURE ALPHA MODE SET 
PAUSE 'BLOCK LIGHT' 
CALL TIMSUB(6000.) 

200 CONTINUE 
DO 290 L = 1»3 

ZEROH =0.0 
SQRDAT =0.0 
DO 2S0 I = 1»IADC 

281 CALL ADC2(IGAIN(L)»ICHANL(L)» IDATA) 
IFdDATA .EQ. 2048) GO TO 231 
RDATA = FLOAT(IDATA) - 2048. 
SQRDAT = SQRDAT + RDATA**2 
ZEROH = RDATA + ZEROH 
DO 285 N = 1»50 

235 CONTINUE 
280 CONTINUE 

ZERO(L) = ZEROH/RADC 
SQRDAT = SQRDAT/RADC 
VAR(L) = SQRDAT - ZER0(L)**2 
ZERO(L) = ZERO(L)/FLOAT(ITRU(L)) 
WRITE(7»300) L»ZER0<L)»VAR<L>**t5»ITRU<L> 

290 CONTINUE 
300 FORMAT(X»'True zero('»Il»') = '»F8.2» 
1 'Î Sid dev = '»F8.3»'» Gain = '»I5> 
TYPE *>'Reset zeroes? (Y/N)' 
READ(7»350) ANS 

350 FORMAT(A) 
IT (ANS .EQ. 'Y'> GO TO 200 
PAUSE 'UNBLOCK' 
CALL ITT0URC32) ! CLEAR ALL ALPHA CHARACTERS ON SCREEN 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TIMSUB(INPUT) 

ACCEPTS A DECIMAL CODED TIME BETWEEN 1 AND 99999 
MSEC» CONVERTS QUANTITY TO BCD» SENDS 4-BYTE WORD 
TO MACRO SUBROUTINE TIMERHANDLER WHICH IN TURN 
INVOKES BIRA 2101 TIMER/SCALER FOR DESIRED DELAY 
OF TIMER 0. 

DIMENSION D(5) 
REAL*4 ITIM»INPUT»H 
INTEGERS ITIMER 

IF ((INPUT ,LE. 99999.0) .AND. (INPUT .GT. 0.0)) GO TO 5 
TYPE *»'DELAY TIME ZERO IF .GE. 100 SEC OR .LT. 1 MSEC' 
60 TO 10 

M = INPUT 



t; 
C LOAD DIGIT VECTOR D 
C 

DO 1000 J=4»0»-i 
I=J 
DU) = INT(M/10**I) 
M = M - <10**I)*D(I) 

1000 CONTINUE 
C 
C CONVERT TO BCD» SET ERROR MESSAGE» CALL MACRO SUB 
C 

inM=65536.*D<4)+40?6.*D<3)+256.*D<2H16.*D<l)+D<0) 
IERR = JAFIX(ITIM»ITIMER) 
CALL TIMUTIMER) 

C 
10 RETURN 

END 

.TITLE SPES DAC WRITE 

THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES THE BINARY NUMBER TO THE BI-RA 2601 THAT 
IS PUT INTO THE SPES TO SET THE ANALOG ELECTRON VOLTAGE, 

WRITTEN BY KEITH JAMISON 
MARCH 15» 1983 

CALL URTDAC(NUM) 

N=15, 
BASE = 170000 »CRATE STRAPPED BASE ADDRESS 
CSR = BASE + 1400 
HDR = BASE + 1402 »HIGH DATA REGISTER ADDRESS 
NA0=N*40+BASE 
NA1-NAO+2 
NA2=NA0+4 
NA3=NA0+6 

URTDAC:: 
BIC *17»CSR »SET UP CSR - INHIBIT»F4»F2»F1 = 0 
BIS *4000»CSR »SET NO READ BIT 
MOVE *26,>NA3 »SET HIGH TRUE OUTPUT DATA 
BIC *4000»CSR »CLEAR NO-READ BIT 
CLR RO »CLEAR WORK REGISTER 
TST (R5) + ÎSKIP ARGUMENT COUNTER FOR SUBROUTINE 
MOV 0(R5)»RO »PUT NUMBER INTO RO 
MOV 
RETURN 
»END 

R0»NA1 »PUT NUMBER (RO) 2601 
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PROGRAM PLEED 

PLEED reculâtes 3 polarized low energy electron diffraction 
apparatus and stores» analyzes» and plots data» 

Modified extensively by Uilliam L. Pribyl Sprind 1784 

SUBROUTINES 
ADCON Î Enables BiRa 5302 ADC 
ADCOFF X Disables ADC 
AUTO « Returns 3utoscaled ADC dain for diven sidnal 
CLEAR Î Clears ADM-3 alpha characters» leaves draphics on screen 
JPLOT X Plots/erases points or vectors 
LPRINT J Prints data to line printer 
PAIGE * With no arduments» clears screen 
PLOTS ♦ Analyzes and plots data to screen or XY plotter 
READ » Reads old data file from disk 
RUN i Takes data 
TTAX » Plots axes on terminal 
WRITE ♦ Writes data to disk 
WRTDAC * Sets power supply voltade via BiRa 2601 I/O 

COMMON STORAGE 
BLOCK1 

ICHANL 
IGAIN 
ITRU 
ZERO 
ZROVAR 

BL0CK2 
IMIN 
I MAX 
FSPAR 
FSK 
RNF 
ENERGY 
DELAY 
DACRAT 
ADCMOD 

SIGNAL 
PLOT 

LABEL 
XL 
XU 
NX 
YL 
YU 
NY 
LTYPE 
ILL 

DATVEC 
YDAT 
X 
Y 
YUP 
YDN 
TIT 
FILEXT 

DATNUM 
NUM 
I ADC 
RADC 
POL 

ADC channels for lockin» diffracted» incident 
Coded dains for each channel 
True dains 
Dark current zeroes 
Variance in zeroes 

Startind enerdy for data run 
Stoppind enerdy for data run 
Lockin dial settind 
Diffracted Keithly Sain» mV 
Renormalization factor for calculatind asymmetry C13 
Latest voltade sent to power supply 
Delay time between points» seconds 
Ratio of true pwr supply eV to callable DAC units 
Autoscalind flads for ADC channels 
Commands referenced by command strind decoder 
Hollerith names for sidnal types 

Space for byte array containind axis labels 
Lower x boundary for plottind final data 
Upper x boundary 
Number of x axis ticks 
Lower y boundary 
upper y boundary 
number of y axis ticks 
line type for plottind 
type of plot ( 1 = x and y axis both linear) 

main data vector 
vector of abscissa coordinates (enerdies) 
ordinate coordinates 
ordinate values plus upper error bars 
ordinate values minus lower error bars 
Data title 
Data set name for disk storade and retrieval 

number of data points to take between IMIN and IMAX 
number of ADC iterations at each point 
R*4 storade of IADC 
Maximum undiffracted polarization of electron beam 

NOTES 
C13 asymmetry = (lockin t RNF ) / (2 * diffracted * POL) 

RNF = 4 / 2».5 * .00001 * FSK * FSPAR 
where (4 / 2'*#»5) converts PP to RMS 
and .00001 = 1 / (lockin internal dain) 
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COMHQN /BLOCK1/ ICHANL»IGAIN»ITRU»ZERO»ZROVAR 
COMMON /BL0CK2/ IMIN »IMAX > FSPAR ? FSK » RNF » ENERGY > DELAY » 
1 DACRAT »ADCMQB»SIGNAL 
COMMON /PLOT/ LABEL » XL » XU » NX » YL > YU » NY » LTYPE » ILL 
COMMON /DATVEC/YBAT» X » Y » YUP » YDN » TIT»FILEXT 
COMMON /DATNUM/ NUH»IABC»RABC»PQL 
EQUIVALENCE <X.XUP,XDN> 

REAL*8 SIGNAL(3) 
REALM XUP < 200 ) » XDN ( 200 ) » YUP ( 200 ) » YDN ( 200 ) 
RE ALM X C 200 ) » Y ( 200 > » YBAT ( 200 » 7 > 
REALM ZERO( 3) » ZROVAR(3) 

- REALM BC(17) »TIT(12) 

INTEGERK2 ABCMOB< 3 ) »ICHANL(3)»IBAT(3)»IGAIN(3)*ITRU(3) 

BYTE LABEL(20 » 5)» FILEXT(10)» ANS 

BATA BC/2HHE»2HVP»2HG0» 2HTI»2HER» 2HKL»2HP0»2HBT»2HCH» 
1 2HGA» 2HEN» 2HIT » 2HPL» 2HLP » 2HWT» 2HRD» 2HST/ 
BATA SI6NAL/8Hlockin v»8Hdiff cur»8Hinc curr/ 
BATA ENERGY »ICHANL»IGAIN»ITRU »ABCMOB/O.» 0 » 1 » 2 » 6tl»3*1/ 
BATA IMIN»IMAX»NUM/30»120» 95/ 
BATA FSPAR » FSK » RNF/.5 » 1000.».01414/ 
DATA POL » BELAY » IADC * RADC/.28 » 5.» 500 »500./ 
DATA DACRAT/16,85597/ 14096./243. = DAC ratio 
DATA NX»NY»ILL/7»6»1/ 
DATA FILEXT/1H »1HD»1HU»1HM»1HH»1HY»1H.*1HN»1HA»1HM/ 
DATA TIT/4MH »4H UNS»4HPECI»4HFIED»4H TIT»4HLE »3MH / 
CALL SCOPY(' Beam enerda (eV) '»LABEL(1»1)> !x-axis label for HP 

C Bedin prodram 

CALL ADCON 
CALL WRTBAC(O) 
CALL PAIGE 

tenable ABC 
tADCON initializes crate» klude 
'.Clear screen 

1 

100 
110 

120 

TYPE * 
TYPE * 
TYPE * 
TYPE * 
TYPE * 
TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 

'HE 
'VP 
'GO 
'PL 
'LP 
'UT 
'RD 
'ST 

TYPE 110 
FQRMAT«/'$PLEEB 
ACCEPT 120» UC 
FORMAT (A2) 

PLEED' 

Tape this list' 
View parameters» additional commands' 
Bedin data run' 
Plot data' 
Print data on line printer' 
Write data to disk' 
Read data from disk' 
Stop prodram' 

> ') 

DO 130 N=l»17 tcommand string decoder 
IF(UC.NE*BC(N)) GOTO 130 
GOTO (1»2»3»4»5»6»7»B»9»10»11»12»13»14»15»16»17) N 

130 CONTINUE 
TYPE *»'Tspe HE for help' 
GOTO 100 

! if command undecodeable 
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C== 
c 

200 

C== 
C 

3 

30 

31 

C=== 
C 

4 
400 

410 

420 

430 

C=== 
C 

5 
500 

505 

510 

*VP* shows current parameters and additional commands 

WRITE(5»200) (TIT(J)»J=l»12)»IMIN,IMAX»NUM»FSPAR»FSK, 
1 RNF» POL » DELAY ,IADC » <ICHANL(K)» K=1»3)» 
2 ((ITRU(L)»ADCM0D(L))»L=1»3)»ENERGY 

FORMAT(/' TI 
1 ' ER 
2 ' KL 
3 ' PO 
4 ' DT 
5 ' IT 
6 ' CH 
7 ' GA 
8 ' EN 
9 ' HE 
GOTO 100 

Title',T28,12A4»/» 
Enerây range, # points'»T35»3(5X,15)»/» 
Lockin (mV), Keithly gain, RNF'»T38»3G11.4,/» 
Polarization'»T52»F5.2»/» 
Delay Time» seconds'»T52,F6.3,/» 
Iterations per point'»T50»I5»/» 
ADC channels dckin» diff, inc)'»T43»3(I5»2X),/» 
ADC sain/ADC mode (0=auto)'»T42,3(I5,'/',11)»/» 
Electron beam energy'>T50,F6.2»/» 
Type main menu') 

*60* clears old data, draws axes, and begins data run 

DO 30 J = 1,7 
DO 30 I = 1,200 
X(I) = 0. 
YDAT(I»J) = 0. 

CONTINUE 

CALL CLEAR 
CALL JPL0T(1»1»-1»3) !mov to botm 1ft screen corner, 
TYPE 31 * ! type menu in 4010 chars 
FORMAT(' <CR>ST0RE RETAKE <ESC> ZERO ', 
1 ' NREPS SUCHMODE GAIN KTHLYLOCKN DELAY') 

CALL TTAX(IMIN»IMAX,7,750,150»-10»10»10,700,70,0) !x,y axes 
CALL TTAX(0»0,0,0,900,0,4,4,700,70,-1) !y' axis 
CALL TTAX(IMIN,IMAX»7»750,150,0,10,0,0,420,-1) »x' axis 

CALL RUN 
- GOTO 100 ~ 

•TI* prompts for new title 

URITE(5,400) (TIT(J)»J=1>12) 
FORMATS' Old title! ',12A4, 
1 /»' Use old <1> or new <def> ? ',*) 
READ(5,410,ERR=100) IANS 
FORMAT(Il) 
IF (IANS.NE.0) GOTO 100 
TYPE 420 
FORMAT(' Enter new! <'»48X,'> ',/»13X,*> 
CALL ITT0URC13) (move cursor UP one line 
READ(5»430) (TIT(J)»J=1»12) 
FORMAT(12A4) 
GOTO 100 

’ER* prompts for energy range of run 

WRITE(5»500) IMIN»IMAX 
F0RMAT(/' Current beam energy min, max! ',215) 
TYPE 505 
F0RMAT(' Enter new -Cdef^no change> > ',$) 
READ(5,510,ERR=100) IMINT»IMAXT 
F0RMAT(2I5) 
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520 

C=“: 

c 
6 
600 

605 

610 

C 

? 
710 

720 

C 

8 
810 

820 

C==== 
c 
9 

910 

912 

920 

C==== 
C 

10 

:,w, 

IF ( (IMAXT-IMINT) .LE. 199 ) GOTO 520 
TYPE *»' ' 
TYPE *»'Storage vectors only hold UP to 200 points.' 
GOTO 5 

IF (IMINT.EQ.Q .AND. IMAXT.EQ.O) GOTO 100 
IMIN = IMINT 
IHAX = IMAXT 
MIN = INT ( FLOAT(IMIN) * DACRAT ) 
MAX = INT( FLOAT(IMAX) * DACRAT ) 
NUM = ( (MAX-MIN) / 16 ) + 1 ! approx 1 V steps 10/512*243 volts 
GOTO 100 

’KL* prompts for new Keithly» lockin settings» recalculates RNF 

URITE(5»600) FSPAR» FSK» RNF 
F0RMAT(/' Lockin (mV)» Keithly Sain» RNF J '»3(G10.4»X)) 
TYPE 605 
F0RMAT(' Enter new lockin» Keithly -Cerr=no chanSel > '»*) 
READ(5»610»ERR=100) FSPART»FSKT 
FORMAT(2F9.0) 

IF (FSKT.EQ.O. .OR. FSPART.EQ.O.) GOTO 100 
FSK = FSKT 
FSPAR = FSPART 
RNF = 2.828427E-5 * FSPAR * FSK 
GOTO 100 

•PO1 prompts for new maximum polarization 

URITE(5»710) POL 
F0RMAT(/' Current polarization max ♦ '»F5.2) 
TYPE 505 
READ(5»720»ERR=100) POLT . 
FORMAT(F5.0) 
IF ( POLT.GT.O .AND. P0LT.LT.1 ) POL = POLT 
GOTO 100 

*DT* prompts for new delay time between points 

URITE(5»810) DELAY 
F0RMAT(/' Current delay time (sec) ’. '»F6.3) 
TYPE 505 
READ(5»820»ERR=100) DELAYT 
FORMAT(F6.0) 
IF ( DELAYT.GT.0 .AND. DELAYT.LT.100 ) DELAY = DELAYT 
GOTO 100 

■CH1 prompts for new ADC channels 
DO 920 H = 1»3 

WRITE(7»910) SIGNAL(M)» ICHANL(M) 
FORMATS' Old '»A8»' in channel'» 13) 
TYPE 912 
FORMAT(/'$Enter new channel > ') 
ACCEPT *»ICHNLT 
IF (ICHNLT.GE.O .AND. ICHNLT.LE.64) ICHANL(M) = ICHNLT 

CONTINUE 
GOTO 100' 

*GA’ prompts for new Sains» enables autoscale if desired 

DO 1020 M = 1»3 
write(5»1000) SIGNAL(H)*ITRU(H) 
F0RMAT(/' Old '»A8»' Sain is'»I5,/» 

1 ' Enter new Sain or 0 for autoscale > '»$) 
ACCEPT * » IGAINT 
IF ( IGAINT.GE.O .AND. IGAINT.LE.1500 ) IGAIN(M) = IGAINT 
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IF ( IGAIN(M).GT.15 .AND. IGAIN(H).LE.154 ) 
1 IGAIN(M) = IGAIN(H) / 10 + 16 

IF ! IGAIN(M) .GT. 154 ) 
1 IGAIN(H) = IGAIN(M) / 100 + 32 

ITRU(M) » IGAIN(M) 
IF ( IGAIN(M) ,6T. 15 ) ITRU(M) = (IGAIN(M) - 16) * 10 
IF (IGAIN(M) .GT. 31) ITRU(M) = (IGAIN(M) - 32) # 100 

ADCM0D!M) » 1 ! autoscale flag off 
IF (ITRU(M) .NE. 0) GOTO 1010 

ABCMOD(M) = 0 !autoscale flag on 
CALL AUTOdCHANL!M)* IADC * IGAIN!M)* ITRU!M)) 

WRITE!5*1030) ITRU(M) 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT!' New gain stored as '*15) 

GOTO 100 

C *EN' prompts for new beam energy* sends to power supply 

11 URITE!5*1100) ENERGY 
1100 FORMAT!/' Current PES voltage Î '*F6.2) 

TYPE 1115 
1115 FORMAT!'$Enter new !def=0* err=no change) > ') 

READ(5*1120*ERR=100) ENRGYT 
1120 FORMAT!F6.0) 

IF ! ENRGYT.GE.O. ) ENERGY * ENRGYT 
CALL WRTDAC! INT! ENERGY % DACRAT ) ) 
GOTO 100 

C ’IT" prompts for new number of iterations per stored point 

12 URITE!5*1200) IADC 
1200 FORMAT!/' Number iterations per stored point t '*15) 

TYPE 505 
REAB!5,1210*ERR=100) IABCT 

1210 FORMAT!15) 
IF ! IABCT.GT.O ) IABC = IABCT 
RADC = FLOAT!IABC) 
GOTO 100 

C ’PL* calls analysis and plotting routines 

13 CALL PLOTS!IROUTE) Analysis routine 
IF ( IROUTE.EQ.l ) GOTO 100 
CALL FPL0T!3*X*Y*NUH*XUP,XDN»YUP*YDN) '.plotting routine 
GOTO 13 

C *LP' calls routine to print data to line printer 

14 CALL LPRINT 
GOTO 100 

C 'UT' call routine to write data to disk 

.5 CALL WRITE 
ROTO 100 

C ‘RB* calls routine to read data from disk 

16 CALL READ ' 
GOTO 100 

1010 
1020 
1030 

C= 
C ST* exits program 

CALL ADCOFF 
STOP 
FND 

! disable ADC 
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ITIME(1)=Q 
ITIHE(2)=1 
GCQMP=30000* 
AC0MF=10000, 
NUM=0 
CALL PULSE(1) 
CALL PULSE(2) 
CALL PULSE(O) 

•SET 10 SECONDS ON TIMER 
! DEFAULT GOLD MAX 
! DEFAULT ALUMINUM MAX 
INUMBER OF POL'S COUNTER 
UNITIALIZE DAC 1 (START) 
UNITIALIZE DAC 2 (STEP) 
!INITAILIZE DAC 0 (HOLD) 

THIS IS THE LOOK UP TABLE FOR THE PROGRAM 

CALL PAGE(O) 

101 

103 

104 

TYPE *» 'HE 
TYPE *» 'PO 
TYPE *» 'WT 
TYPE *f 'LP 
TYPE *» 'RB 
TYPE #» 'SN 
TYPE *» 'PL 
TYPE *» 'SU 
TYPE *» 'ST 
TYPE 101 
FORMAT< ' POL 
ACCEPT 103» UC 
FORMAT(A2) 
DO 104 N=l»9 
IF(UC*NE*BC(N)) GO TO 104 
GO TO (1»2>3»4»5»6»7»8»9) 
CONTINUE 
TYPE *» 'ILLEGAL OPTION' 
GO TO 1 

HELP' 
CALCULATE A SET OF POLARIZATIONS' 
WRITE DATA ON DISK' 
WRITE DATA TO LINE PRINTER' 
READ DATA FROM DISK' 
SET NUM* MAX AL AND AU COUNTS' 
PLOT THE DATA ON THE CRT' 
SET UP» TYPES L/R ASYMMETRIES' 
STOP PROGRAM' 

'»$> 

THIS SECTION OF THE PROGRAM TAKES THE POLARIZATION DATA 

2 TYPE *» ' ENTER IN EMIN»EMAX»EINC' 
ACCEPT *, EMIN»EMAX»EINC 
RINC=((EMAX-EMIN)/EINC)+1.0 
INC=RINC 
TYPE *» INC 
TYPE *» 'SET UP GOLD FOIL' 
DO 10 NGA=1»2 ITUO DATA LOOPS» 1AU 1AL 
PAUSE 'RESET VOLTAGE' 
DO 15 1=1»INC 
EN=EMIN+EINC#(I-1) 
NUM1=NUM+I 

THIS LOOP IS THE MAIN DATA TAKING LOOP FOR THE POLARIZATIONS. 
IT TAKES SIX GOLD THEN SIX ALUMINUM ASSYMMETRIES* 

DO 20 J=l»6 ! GET 6 COUNTS GREATER THAN GCOMP(ACOMP) 
SCAL0=0*0 ! SET SCALER COUNTER ONE TO ZERO 
SCAL2=0.0 !SET SCALLER COUNTER 2 TO ZERO 

31 CALL TMRSCL(ITIME »ISCALO»ISCAL2» IANS) 
32 CONTINUE 

33 

34 

IF(IANS.EG.O) GO TO 32 
SCALO=AJFLT(ISCALO)+SCALO 
SCAL2=AJFLT(ISCAL2)+SCAL2 
TYPE *, SCAL0»SCAL2 
IF (NGA.NE.l) 60 TO 33 
IF (SCALO.LE.GCOMP) GO TO 31 
GO TO 34 
(F (SCALO.LE.ACOMP) GO TO 31 

•LOOP UNTILL TIMER DONE 

•CHOOSE WHETHER ON GOLD OF AL SERIES 
•MORE GOLD COUNTS NEEDED 

IMORE AL DATA NEEDED 

20= 

20 

AVGD(J)=SCAL2/SCALO 
WRITE(7»205) EN»J»AVGD(J) 
FQRMAT(/»X»'ENÎ '»F6.2»X»'ASYMMETRY'»XrII»'= 
POLDAT(NUM1» J.NGA)=AVGD(J) 
CONTINUE 

•.ASYMMETRY FOR THIS SET 
'»F7.5»/) 
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APPENDIX B 

Data Acquisition Driving Programs — Mott system 

Listed here is the driving program and its ancillary subroutines 

used in taking PLEED data using the Mott polarimeter. None of the 

programs are the product of the author's work, but are included here to 

show the data acqusition technique used. The programs are designed to be 

run on a CAMAC-based LSI-11/02 computer, and support the same the SPES 

routines listed in Appendix A. 

As in Appendix A, only the driving routine and its specific data 

acquisition and number crunching routines are included. 

Data Acquisition Routines: 

1. PULSE — send a square wave pulse out on the DAC. 

2. SDEV — calculates mean and standard deviation. 

3. TIMERSCALAR — reads the scalars for data point when timers 
time out 10sec.; routine is TMRSGL. 

C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

PROGRAM PVDAT3 

THIS IS THE MODIFIED MAIN PROGRAM FOR TAKING DATA FOR THE POLARIZED 
LEED MACHINE. 

LINK PV DAT3 » TMRSCL »SDEV * GRAFIX * CRTPLT» PULSE » XYPLT» AXIS 

KEITH JAMISON 
MARCH 26» 1983 
MOD 13/SEP/83 

DIMENSION TIT(IO)»P0L(60»3)»AVGD(10)»ITIME(2)»NTIME(2) 
DIMENSION P0LDAT(60»8»2)»BC(10)»IX(2)»IY(2) 
INTEGERS ISCALQ»ISCAL2 
BYTE FILEXT(15) 
DATA BC/2HHE,2HP0 » 2HWT»2HLP» 2HRD» 2HSN» 2HPL» 2HST,2HSU» 2HAA/ 
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CALCULATE THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THIS SET OF SIX 
POINTS THEN ENTER THEM INTO POLDAT FILE,   

CALL SDEV(6 r AV6D » RMEAN » SD) 
POLDAT(NUM1>7>NGA)=RMEAN 
POLDAT(NUM1> 8 » NGA)=SD 

PRINT MEAN AND SD THEN DECIDE IF AL FOIL IS IN PLACE TO GO TO NEXT 
POLARIZATION MEASUREMENT. 

WRITE(7»201) RHEANJSD 
201 FORMAT(/» 3X »'MEAN= ',F7.5fX>'STD DEV = '»F7.5»/) 

WRITE(7»202) 
202 FORMAT(//,'***************'t//> 

INCREMENT ENERGY 

CALL PULSE(1) 'START 
DO 71 IDEL=1»1000 

71 CONTINUE 
CALL PULSE(2) '.STEP 
DO 72 IDEL=1»1000 

72 CONTINUE 
CALL PULSE(0) {HOLD 

SKIP CALC OF POLS IS STILL ON AL ASYM. 

IF(NGA.EQ.l) GO TO 15 

THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE POLARIZATIONS 

POL(NUM1» 1)=ENERGY OF THE POLARIZATION 
POL(NUM1»2)^POLARIZATION 
POL(NUM1»3)=ERRQR IN POLARIZATION 

GA=P0LDAT(NUM117? 1) «GOLD ASYMMETRY 
AA=POLDAT(NUM1» 712 ) 'ALUMINUM ASYMMETRY 

ACTUAL POLARIZATION CALCULATION 

ROOT=((SG-SA)**2*(AA+GA)**2+4*SG*SA*< 6A-AA)**2)**.5 
F*OLAR=-( ( ( SG-SA ) * ( AAFGA ) PROOT ) / ( 2*SG*SA* ( GA-AA ) ) ) 
POL(NUM1 » 2 > =P0LAR*100.0 

ERROR CALCULARION 

DA=PQLDAT(NUM1»8»2) {STANDARD DEV OF ALUMINUM 
DG=POLDAT(NUM1»8» 1) {STANDARD DEV OF GOLD 
RSTEP=AA**2*DG**2+GA**2*DA**2 
ERRR=(4*RSTEP/(SG**2*(GA+AA)**4))**.5 
POL(NUM1r3)=ERRR*100 » 0 

PRINT OUT ANSWERS 

WRITE(7>207) (P0L(NUM1»N)»N=1»3) 
207 FQRMAT(/»X»'ENi 'iF5.1fX»'P0Ll '>F6.2»X»'ERRÎ ',F7.5,//) 
15 CONTINUE 

IF(NGA.NE.l) GO TO 10 
TYPE *i 'ROTATE TO AL FOIL' 

10 CONTINUE 
NUM=NUM+INC 
PAUSE 
GO TO 1 

P0L(NUM1»1)=EN 
SA=-0,015 
S6=-0»25 

{READ IN ELECTRON ENERGY 
{SHERMAN FUNCTION FOR ALUMINUM 
{SHERMAN FUNCTION FOR GOLD 
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C THIS SECTION WRITES THE DATA ON THE DISK 
C 
3 TYPE 301 
301 FORMAT</»' ENTER IN A 40 LETTER TITLES/) 

READ<7»302) (TIT<I)FI=1F10) 
302 FORMAT<XF10A4) 

WRITE(?F303) 
303 FORMAT( ' ENTER FILE NAME* S$> 

READ(7»304) NCHARS»(FILEXT(I)» 1=1 »NCHARS) 
304 FORMAT(QF15A1) 

FILEXT(NCHARSfl)=0 
OPEN (UNIT=2»NAME=FILEXT» TYPE=' NEW SFORM*'UNFORMATTED 

1 ACCESS*'SEQUENTIAL'FINITIALSIZE=15 » ERR=1) 
WRITE(2>(TIT(I)»I=1»10) 
WRITE(2) NUM 
WRITE(2)<<<P0LDAT(IFJFK)FI=1FNUM)FJ=1F8)FK=1F2) 
WRITE(2)((P0L(IFJ)FI=1FNUM)FJ=1F3) 
CLOSE<UNIT=2) 
GO TO 1 

THIS SECTION WRITES THE DATA TO THE LINE PRINTER 

4 WRITE(6F302)(TIT(I)FI=1F10) 
DO 410 1=1FNUM 
WRITE(6*411) 

411 FORMAT(/,'******#* GOLD ASSYMS *******S/) 
WRITE(6F412) ((JFPQLDAT(IFJFI))FJ=1F6) 

412 FORMAT(XF' ASYMÎ SIF' = SF7.5) 
WRITE(6F201) FOLDAT(I »7» 1)»POLDATd F 8 F 1 ) 
WRITE(6F413) 

413 FORMAT</>'****** AL ASSYM ******S/) 
WRITE(6F412) ((JFP0LDAT(I-FJF2)) FJ=1F6) 
WRITE(6F201) P0LDAT(I»7»2)FP0LDAT(I»8>2) 
WRITE(6F207) (POL(IFJ)FJ=1F3) 
WRITE(6F414) 

414 FORMAT ( x » ' ****************** S // ) 
410 CONTINUE 

CLOSE(UNIT=6) 
GO TO 1 

THIS SECTION READS DATA FROM DISK FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS 

5 WRITE(7F303) 
READ(7 » 304) NCHARS »(FILEXT(I)» 1=1 » NCHARS) 
FILEXT(NCHARS+1)=0 
OPEN(UNIT=2 » NAME=FILEXT F TYPE='OLD S FORM='UNFORMATTED' 

* ACCESS='SEQUENTIALSERR=1) 
READ(2) (TITd) FI=1F10) 
READ(2) NUM 
READ(2)(((POLDAT(IFJFK)FI=1FNUM)FJ=1F8)FK=1F2) 
READ(2)((POL(IFJ)FI=1FNUM)FJ=1F3) 
CL0SE(UNIT=2> 
URITE(7F306) (TITd) FI=1F!0) «WRITE TITLE 

306 FORMAT!//FXF10A4F/) 
PAUSE 
GO TO 1 

THIS SECTION RESETS THE COMPARISON VALUES 

6 TYPE 602 
602 FORMAT(/F ' ENTER IN GOLD COMPFAL COMPS/) 

ACCEPT *FGC0MPFAC0MP 
WRITE(7F603) NUM 

603 FORMAT(/F' OLD NUM IS Î SI3FXF'Y/N TO CHANGE Si) 
READ(7F610) ANS 

610 FORMATdAl) 
IF(ANS.NE.'Y') GO TO 1 
TYPE 604 

604 F0RMAT</F' ENTER IN NEW COUNER NUMBER* SI) 
ACCEPT *F NUM 
60 TO 1 
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THIS SECTION PLOTS THE DATA ON THE CRT AND OPTIONALLY ON THE XY PLOTTER 

7 CALL IPLQT(0»0»-1»1) 

SET X»Y AXES Y AXIS BETWEEN -502 AND 502» X AXIS BETWEEN 0 AND 200 

CALL CRTPLT(0;200 » 8 »-50 » 50 » 4) 

RENORMALIZE DATA TO FIT OF CRT SCREEN 

DO 770 I=1»NUM 
IX(1)=IFIX(P0L(I»1))#(900./200.)+100. 
IX(2)=IX(1) 
TEMPl=(POL<I»2HP0L<I»3)+50.)*6O0./lQ0.+100. 
IY(1)=IFIX(TEMP1) 
TEMP2=<POL(I»2)-POL(I»3H50.)*600./100.+100 
IY(2)=IFIX(TEMP2) 
CALL IPL0T(IX»IY»2>-2) 

770 CONTINUE 
PAUSE 'HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE' 
GO TO 1 

THIS SECTION IS THE SET UP SECTION. IT PRINTS OUT AN ASYMMETRY EVERY SECOND 

9 NTIME(1)=2000 !SET APPROX 1 SECOND IN TIHER 
NTIME(2)=0 
PAUSE 'RETURN TO EXIT AND START' 

901 CALL TMRSCL(NTIME » ISCALO » ISCAL2 » IANS) 
902 CONTINUE 

TYPE *»IANS 
IF(IANS.EQ.l) TYPE *»' ' 
IF<IANS,EG.0) GO TO 902 
RLEFT=AJFLT(ISCALO) 
RI6HT=AJFLT <ISCAL2) 
ASSYM=RI6HT/RLEFT 
WRITE(7 » 910)RLEFT »RIGHT »ASSYM 

910 FORMATtX,' LEFT! '»F9.1»X»'RIGHT: '»F9,1»X»'ASYMMETRY* '»F9.5»/> 
L=ITTINR( ) 
-IF(L.GE.O) GO TO 1- 
GO TO 901 

S STOP 
END 

.TITLE PULSE 
FORTRAN CALLABLE SUBROUTINE 
FORTRAN *. CALL PULSE < I CHAN) 
PROGRAM WRITTEN BY KEITH JAMISON 

N=4 
CSR = 171400 
N4A0 = N*40+170000 
DEL=177777 

»CHANNEL 4 
»CONTROL STATUS REGISTER ADDRESS 

? DATAWAY INTERFACE BUS ADDRESS 
>DELAY TIME 

PULSEÎ1 
BIC *17»CSR 
TST • (R5)+ 
MOV @(R5)+»R1 
ASL R1 
ADD *N4A0»R1 
MOV *7777»(Rl) 
MOV *DEL»R2 

»SET UP CSR - F4»F2»F1 = 0 
»SKIP ARGUMENT COUNTER FOR SUBROUTINE 
5GET CHANNEL NUMBER OF DAC 
»MULTIPLY Rl BY 2 
ÎPUT DATAWAY ADDRESS INTO Rl 
> PUT DAC TO 5 VOLTS 

LOOP4. DEC R2 
»SET UP DELAY 
ÎDECREMENT UNTILL FINISHED 

BNE LOOP 
MOV *0000»<R1) 
RETURN 
.END 

»0 VOLTS DAC 
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SUBROUTINE SDEV(NPTS » PTS » RMEAN » SD) 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE STANDARD DEVIATION AND THE MEAN 
C OF A SET OF N (NPTS) NUMBERS PASSED IN THE ARRAY PTS(IO) 
C 

DIMENSION PTS(IO) 
SPT3S=0.0 
8PTS=0.0 
RN=NPTS 
DO 10 N=i»NPTS 

SPTS=PTS(N)+SPTS 
SPTSS=PTS(N)##2+SPTSS 

10 CONTINUE 
RHEAN=SPTS/RN 
SDI=< SPTSS-<SPTS**2>/RN)/(< RN-1.0)*RN) 
SD=SQRT(SDI) 
RETURN 

•• END 

.TITLE TIMERSCALER 
(TMRSCL) 
Routine to send tinier data to the BIRA 2101 Tieer/Scalar. 
WHEN TIMER GETS TO 0 THE PROGRAM BRANCHES TO ISKLR AND READS THE 
SCALERS. AFTER THE SCALERS GO TO ZERO» IANS=0 

FORTRAN CALLABLE FORMAT* 

CALL TMRSCL(ITIME»ISCAL»JSCAL»IANS) 

ITIME »ISCAL » JSCAL ARE EITHER INTER6ER*4 OR INTEGER(2) VARIABLES 
URITTERN WITH MUCH HELP BY1 

KEITH JAMISON 
FEB 20» 1982 

BASE = 170000 
N = 11 
NAO = N*40 + BASE 
NAl=NA0+2 
NA2 = NAO + 4 
NA3 = NA1 + 4 
INTVEC=4*N+400 
NA15=NA0+36 
CSR = 1400 + BASE 
HDR = CSR + 2 * 
ITIMER. .BLKW 2 
SCALOl .BLKW 1 
SCAL2*. .BLKW 1 
ANSI .BLKW 1 

»CRATE STRAPPED TO THIS ADDRESS 
»BIRA SCALAR/TIMER SITS IN SLOT 9 
.USE TIMER 0 
.SCALER 0 ADDRESS 
.TIMER 2 ADDRESS 
.SCALER 2 ADDRESS 
*»TIMER INTERRUPT VECTOR ADDRESS 
.STATUS REGISTER ADDR 
.CONTROL STATUS REG. ADDRESS 
.HIGH DATA REGISTER 

.STORAGE FOR TIMER DATA. LO ORDER FIRST 
iSTORAGE FOR SCALER 0 DATA ADDRESS 
.STORAGE FOR SCALER 2 DATA ADDRESS 
.STORAGE FOR ANSWER 

TMRSCL*. *. 
TST <R5)+ .SKIP ARG COUNT 
MOV (R5H.R2 .GET ADDR OF ITIMER FOR TIMER DATA 
MOV (R5H.SCAL0 .SCALER 0 ADDRESS 
MOV (R5H.SCAL2 .SCALER 2 ADDRESS 
MOV (R5H.ANS .ANSWER ADDRESS 

MOV (R2H.ITIMER .LOW ORDER DATA 
MOV (R2H.ITIMER+2 .HIGH ORDER PART 
MOV ♦4010.CSR 5SET UP CSR. SET NO RD BIT» INH 
MOVE *11.NAO »F9 TO CLEAR STATUS AND TIMER 0 
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» 

ISKLR: 

HOVB Ü1.NA2 $CLEAR STATUS TIMER 2 
MOVB #11r NA1 iCLEAR S.R*.COUNTS SCO 
HOVB ill»NA3 JCLEAR S«R*.COUNTS SC2 
HOVB ♦30.NA15 .DISABLE STATUS REG 

HOV *ISKLR.INTVEC ILAH HANDLER ADDRESS 
HOV ♦340.INTVEC+2 ÎLAM PRI0RITY=7 

BIC *4017,CSR 5CLR NO RD BIT, CLR INH, SET FOR F16 
HOV ITIMER+2.HBR JF'UT HIGH ORDER DATA IN HDR 
HOV ITIMER.NAO 5 SET TIMER, BEGINS IMMEDIATELY 

BIS ♦4400.CSR jSET NO READ BIT, LAM ENABLE 
HOVB ♦32.NA15 ?ENABLE STATUS REGISTER 
CLR 
RETURN 

SANS »ANS=0 SCALERS HAVE NOT BEEN READ 

MOV SCALO.RO .IDATA ADDRESS 
MOV SCAL2.R1 ÎJBATA ADDRESS 
HOVB ill.NAO JF9»CLEAR STATUS AND TIME 
BIC *4417,CSR ÎCLR NOR READ BIT»F4,F2,F1,C.I. 
BIS *2»CSR 5 SET F2 
MOV NA1»(RQ)+ iMOV LOW DATA FIRST 
MOV HDR.(RO) .HIGH DATA LAST 
MOV NA3,(Rl)+ .SCALER 2 
HOV HDR.(Rl) .HIGH DATA SCALER 2 
MQVB . ill.NAO ÎF9»CLEARS STATUS AND TIME ON 0 
INC PANS »ANS=1, SCALERS READ 
BIC *7,CSR ;F1,F2,F4=0 
BIS *4010,CSR ÎSET NO READ 
RTI 
• END 
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APPENDIX C 

Faraday Cup Preamplifier 

Shown here is the design of the Faraday cnp preamplifier used in 

our data acquisition and designed by the author. Ideally the bandpass 

filter will only pass a signal locked at 500Hz and the lowpass filter 

would only pass a pure DC signal, each with a unity gain. All other 

frequency components are to be assumed to be noise. The design of the 

preamp did not allow this, and so the present preamp was designed with 

several constraints. The problems are basically two-fold: 

(l)The gain of the preamp for both DC and 500Hz signals must be 

defined and known as precisely as possible, so that an absolute 

calibration of the SPES polarization measurements can be made. And the 

500Hz frequency is defined not by this filter, but by the internal 

reference of the lock-in amplifier; any frequency drift between the two 

is not tolerated when a sharp-cutoff bandpass filter is used because if 

one moves 'off frequency' even a little, the gain changes rapidly, 

destroying the calibration. The ideal design of the bandpass filter 

would be a 'plateau filter' with unity gain over a 50-100Hz range about 

the center frequency with a high (4th or 5th order) roll-off on either 

side. But the design requires a number of op-amp stages and thus we did 

not try to implement such a design quickly for our studies here, but 

would be a vast improvement if an update is made. A simplification was 

used here that could be done with one op-amp, a simple 2nd-order broad 
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pass filter with, a slow rolloff, that keeps the frequencies near 500Hz 

at approximately unity gain, hut passes a wide range of frequencies 

around that. It was assumed in doing this that the internal filter of 

the lock-in would discriminate against the rest of the noise, and this 

worked reasonably well in practice. [In fact, when in use, the 

R4 resister was replaced by a capacitor which effectively made the 

bandpass into a highpass filter, but the lock-in worked well in this 

configuration, also.] 

(2)The second problem is that if the cutoff frequency of the 

lowpass filter is made too low, the instrumental response to changes in 

the actual collected intensity becomes prohibitively long. Thus the 

roll-of frequency is set in the range of 15-20Hz which allows a 

reasonably fast instumental response, but the 2nd-order filter allows 

the passage of some 60Hz noise, even though it is down by several dB. 

Also inherent in the apparatus is a hum at approximately 10Hz as the 

floor shakes in symphony with the mechanical pumps in the laboratory. 

All this is still picked up by the preamp, at least partially because of 

the need to detect such small currents which requires large gain in the 

preamp first stage 
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Thus we have our present amplifier design, shown schematically in 

Figure C.l which also includes several design notes. 

Faraujay-Ocr TVcamplfocr 

Figure C,1 
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APPENDIX D 

Ideal Order/Disorder Alloy for Study using PLEED 

An interesting Gedanken experiment is to find the ideal crystal on 

which to perform the type experiment we are doing in these studies — 

using the spin-sensitivity of Polarized LEED to investigate the changes 

induced in scattering caused hy the order/disorder transition in a given 

alloy. Any crystal that would he a good candidate for such studies 

would have several of the following charactristics: 

1. High Debye Temperature G — Because extraneous thermal 

effects that mask the order/disorder effects being studied are 
a function of the Debye temperature, and are larger at low Op, 
the higher the Debye'temperature of the lattice, the less these 
thermal effects will contribute. 

2. Low Order/Disorder Transition Temperature T — It seems 
that transition temperatures reasonably close to room 
temperature would be more easily controlled, but this is not 
the prime reason for low T here; the key is really the ratio 
between the crystal's and T — the higher this ratio, the 
better — because this implies that near the transition 
temperature the contribution to the scattering due to 
extraneous thermal effects is comparatively low. 

3. High-Z/Low-Z Alloy — The ability for PLEED to be an 
effective probe of the transition is dependent on its 
sensitivity to the ordering of the high-atomic number 
constituent of the alloy into one of the sublattices, the Z 
dependence being due to the spinrorbit contribution to the 
scattering which gives rise to polarization effects in PLEED 
which is itself strongly Z dependent. There is one instance, 
however, where the necessity of a high-Z element in the alloy 
may be relaxed, and that is where one of the elements exhibits 
ferromagnetism — leading to polarization caused by the 
exchange interaction — and the other is a low—Z element so 
that it does not contribute to polarization effects through the 
spin-orbit interaction. In either case, a good measure of the 
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ability of the spin-dependence of BLEED to be nsed as a probe 
of the transition is the Z. . ./Z- ratio. 

nign low 

4. Same Lattice Structure Below and Above T — This 
simplifies the analysis» where it helps to have the same 
structure in both phases. 

5. High-Z constituent segregates to only one sublattice in the 
ordered state — Again to simplify the analysis» it is easiest 
if it is the high-Z constituent that forms superlattice beams 
which are due to this segregation; and this is found most 
directly for alloys of the form Lo3Hi or LoHi rather than 
LoHi,. 

It would be ideal to find an alloy made up of very high-Z/very 

low-Z elements with a T at about 150-200°C and an infinite Debye c 

temperature. Alas» no such crystal exists. One of the reasons can be 

seen in figure D.2 (which we will discuss in more detail later)» and 

that is that there seems to be a corrélation between high 0^ and high 

Tq» and conversely between low 6^ and low Tc« This seems plausible 

because the Debye temperature is a measure of the 'softness' of the 

crystal lattice — how easily it is deformed — and hence also» in a 

sense» of the mobility of atoms about in the crystal. And it is only 

this mobility that allows an order/disorder alloy to shift its 

constituent atoms about among lattice sites» which enables ordering and 

disordering» and this sets the T^. Thus it is desireable to use alloys 

that are at least partially exceptions to this trend. 

Another problem seems to be that the higher the atomic number of an 

element» the lower its Debye temperature» and thus also the lower the 
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Figure D.l —— Elemental Debye Temperatures as a fontion of Z. 

Debye temperature of any alloy that contains it. This trend may be seen 

from Figure D.l which is compiled from the elemental Debye temperatures 

given in the front flyleaf and on pages 460,461 of Solid State Physics 

by Ashcroft and Mermin. There are exceptions to the general trend 

stated above — usually among the transition group elements— and it 

would seem simple to choose alloys for our study that only contain high 

elements. Thus the best high Z elements to include in our ideal 

alloy are probably W, Re, Os, Ir, and Pt. Conversely the low-Z elements 
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are easier to find, and the best to use (assuming only metals as nsable) 

are Li, Be, Mg, Al, and Si. 

Table D.T — Order/Disorder Binary Alloys. 

ORDER-DISORDER TRANSFORMATIONS IN BINARY METAL SYSTEMS* 

Alloy Trans, 
temp., *C 

Lattice type ! 
(disorder-order) 

! 

j Alloy 

..... .1 

! ; 
Trans. Î 

temp., °C 

1-  

1 
| Lattice type 

(disorder-order) 

AgCd. .. 440 B.c.c.-b.c.c. j 
1 

CrPt. 
! 

1000’ F.c.c.-f.c.c.? 
A g 11 n  200 Hex.-hex. | Cu«Pd 478 F.c.c.-tet. 
AgiPt... —800 ! F.c.c.-f.c.c. | CuiPdj i —600 F.c.c.-b.c.c. 
AgPt ... 500 F.c.c.-complex j CuPd 600 F.c.c.-b.c.c. 
AgPti. • ! ! 625 F.c.c.-f.c.c. |CuiPt 650 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
AgZn. 270 1 B.c.c.-b.c.c. ICuPt 812 F.c.c.-rhom. 
AlFei 575 ! B.c.c.-b.c.c. jCuPti 640 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
AlNi,.. >1125 F.c.c.-f.c.c. CuiSb 432 Cub.-hex. 
AuiCd. . . . i 425 F.c.c.-f.c.c. CuZn. 460 B.c.c.-b.c.c. 
AuCd  .! ! 267 i B.c.c.-orth. j FeNi, 570 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
AuiCu. 240 ! | F.c.c.-f.c.c. j FeiPd 780 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
AuCu. ...   408 F.c.c.-(orth)-tet. j FePd -750 F.c.c.-tet. 
AuCu» 391 F.c.c.-f.c.c. FePdi. 760 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
Au«Mn. ... ... 420 F.c.c.-b.c.tet. j Fe»Pt.. —750 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
AuiMn  645 F.c.c.-tet. j FePt 1250-1500 j F.c.c.-tet. 
AuMn    615 B.c.c.-tet. FePt. -700 j F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
AutZn  270, 425 Complex? FeV. 1234 | B.c.c.-complex 
AuZn»  225, 515 Complex? IrPti  —900 ! F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
CdLii  272 F.c.c.-f.c.c. LiPb  -200 J B.c.c.-b.c.c. 
CdiMg.. . . ! ! 85 Hex.-hex.' MnNi  -650 ! F.c.c.-tet. 
CdMg  . . 1 253 Hex.-hex-^* MnNia.. 510 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
CdMgi  153 Hex.-hex. MnPti —900 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
CoFe  750 B.c.c.-b.c.c. NiiPt. 580 1 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
CotGe    625 ' Hex.-hex. NiPt. . —600 F.c.c.-tet. 
CoPtj    700-800 F.c.c.-f.c.c. j NiiSi. . i -1050 F.c.c.-f.c.c. 
CoPt i 825 F.c.c.-tet. NiiSn  875 Hex.-hex. 
CrFe  . . .| ! 820 B.c.c.-coraplex NiZn . ! -750 B.c.c.-tet. 
Cr»Pt j 1000? 

i i 
F.c.c.-f.c.c.? 1 

i I 

* Only true order»disorder transformations are included, i.e., in which at a stoichiometric composition and at a definite critical tempera¬ 
ture an ordered lattice changes into a disordered lattice of the same composition. This eliminates such pseudo-ordering systems as AuNi 
or NuW. Some of the data are tentative. 

Table based on information collected by Drs. G. J. Dienes. C E. Dixon. F. E. Jauraot. Jr.. J. B. Newkirk. R. A. Oriani, and F. N 
Rhines 

Finally, many alloy combinations — including most of those that 

conld be chosen using the elements listed — just don't work because we 

are restricted to only those alloys that exhibit order/disorder 

transitions. A tabulation of alloys that show bulk order/disorder 

transitions is shown in Table D.l which is exactly Table 8.3 from The 

Handbook of Physics 2nd Ed., page 8-105, edited by Condon and Odishaw. 

Whether these exhibit surface 0/D transitions is not known a priori, but 
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for the sake of this simple treatment, all hulk 0/D alloys are assumed 

to be good candidates for surface transitions as veil. We calculate the 

effective Debye temperature for each alloy by taking a simple average of 

the elemental Debye temperatures weighted by the elemental 

concentrations in the alloy; for an alloy of the form A B. : 
a o 

V.lloy- * »> 

Generally the two rules of thumb for 'good* O/D alloys for study 

using PLEED are that they should have (l)a high On ,, /T ratio and D,alloy c 

(2)a high Z^grat*°* The results are tabulated in Table D.2 and 

shown graphically in Figure D.2, where the alloys with the Z ratios 

above 2.0 are circled. 

Our investigation leads to several interesting candidates for 

study,each of which merits further investigation: 

1. CdMg, — This alloy has the highest G^/T ratio found, and 
it seems to match all the other criteria. The only weak¬ 
ness here is that the high Z element is Cadmium, with a Z of 
only 48. 

2. CdLi, — Same as above except that the low Z element is 
even lower, with a Z of only 3. 

3. CuAuj and Cu,Au — It is gratifying to see that both the 
present alloy being studied and its 'mirror alloy' fall into 
the class of the best available alloys for the study. 

And we also obtain two very fascinating finds: 

4» AlFea — Although neither element is very high-Z, one of 
them is found to be the arch type ferromagnet - Iron - and the 
other is rather low Z ; this could prove to be a very 
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Figure D.2 — O^ plotted against Tc 

productive alloy for study» where the exchange interaction is 
the source of spin-dependent scattering. 

5. LiPb — This one almost seem to stand up and scream at you; 
it has highest Z and lowest Z elements available, and has a 
rather low T and would seem to be the perfect crystal for our 
type studies. Its only problem is a rather low Debye temp. 

It can be concluded that there still exist several interesting 

possibilities for 0/D transition studies using our probe. They might 

prove to be the focus of profitable future investigations. 
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bqCA 
»^5l*x 
*3»** 

3 
ftuca 
AVJGI 
AoCv 
AuCoj 
Au^Wn 
AüJMA 
AU MA 
^o3 In 

Table D.2   Crder/Disorder alloy parameters. 

Alloys -that exhibit order - disorder phase. Vans rttonç : 

21 
m 
47 
47 
•♦7 «47 30 

st t; 
48 
21 
2i 
14 
x5 
ts 
2$ 
34 
SD 

3o 
48 
44 
78 
78 y 
47 

O 

74 
74 

71 
71 
71 
74 

71 

71 
71 

Tr 

c-O ' 
V*HMOC * 

7yeCa-a> 
^Cki4«^ ***<»') 

CftC^ VfKl 

AtlSo 375 tK 234 304.5 
*140 b^c. * b.ex. -UÎ lt 120 id.* 
1O0 kur. - U**, 2t$ Aj • 24 *475 

546 
41S 

a*5 0* •xlo 216.7S 
^•4*.* I0>.^ 21$ A« 

«* A 
23A 21*.S 
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